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Part 1 <a)» 
Seeti(»i 1* 
I H T 1^  0 P P (? T I fi H, 
Th« e2p«rlmex^s described in th is party are ecneerned vith 
the measarffiBezxts of the differential oross-^seetiims of nentztms 
e last ieal ly seattered frcn iSireoniiai, and liolybdiam, at a meaQ 
enargy ctf 3,7 Her* for the incident neutrons. 
The importance of the measnreaent of the differostlal 
scattering i^oss*sections has long heim recognised in Bi^ear 
Physics for the tmderstanding of the interaetieai hetwe«ri the 
imeleons in the niiel£i« The simplest case of scattering (in 
irnelear Physics) i s betweini a nndeon and a nddeon^ Tis« proton 
proton and netctrcm-proteai scattering. Many ezpss^tments hare he«i 
jiBTterm^A of the angolar scattering cross-secticms in these case 
and they have gi^^» gnite a hit of inforittitioa ahoot the 
lnteracti<m hetve«Q tvo nacleons in th is s i i^le two*hody jorohlsa 
As for exas^le the ideas of exchange forces, the sattiration 
forces and charge independent forces vere bom «Rxt of saeh 
scattering experiJiezit s • 
€n the other hand, the scattering of protons or i^ztrons by 
ccnplex micl£i (i*e« nncl€l vith nore than one nncleon in thse) 
i s of interest, because in this case the incident mteleon 
interacts vith the lAiole nndens. This sisrolates to sone ext«Qt 
the conditions in lAildti an indiTidnal nndecai finds i t se l f in 
i 
u 
the imelefus, \^^re i t Interacts vith the rest of the naeXeons* 
Tfaas the iaToraatloB derived from the scattering Bieasar«B«Qts 
about the forces of interacticoi on the ineideat mieleon are 
expected to be heXpfol In understanding the forces acting on a 
nacleon in the nnelens* 
The scattering ot protons i s scaie^^at eonplieated by the 
presence of coloomii forces. The aeasorement of scattering cross 
secticsis of nei;d;roKis scattered frees different elem^ts has, 
therefore, received <jaite a bit of attention, 
Zn the energy range of a few Mev. of nentrons, (in vhieh 
range, the experiments described here were done), the seasiiregien* 
of differential cross-sections of scattered nentrons vere Bade 
as early as ' 1939 by the Japanese Cbronp, and in 1947 by the 
2 Bone l^oi:^* ihe aiain features of the measured angular distribu-
-ticns could be ejplained as the diffraction effects due to the 
scattering of neutron waves txf spherical particles , 
3-24 
But ^nce 1951,fflany other workers have Measured the angalar 
distributicm of neutrons for differ^it elements in the energy 
range of about one Mev, to a few Mev, Walt and Barsi^iall 
Bade the f irs t ext^i^ve Beasuresents of the differential cross 
sections of the e last ieal ly scattered neutrous at one Nev. Th^ 
Beasured these cross-sections fcs* as many as twenty nine elo&ent 
spread over the %foole periodic table. They observed that:-
! • Angular distribution curves had a diffraction pattern, 
^ i ^ becfime Bore pr^ioimced fear heavier el«ai«!its. 
2, The neighbouring ^cn^xts had nearly the same diffraetic 
pattern* 
'3' 
3. The angular distribtrtioii was wacm peak fonrard fer 
heavier elements than for lighter <mes« 
These iMas»r«iient s i#ere made with a certain ^read of energy in 
the ineid«tit l«am; so that the measor^ents did not inrolve ai^ 
resonances. The abore features of these measar^sents suggest 
that nnder the ccmditicaiSy vh«re the measizred quantities 
represent averages over many resonances^ the interaetioa of 
neutrons with nnel££ can be understock in terms cf a model 
raiploying parameterSy i^ich yvtj slowly with the attaiie weight. 
Q&. the theoretical side Feidi!»dti and Weisa&opf proposed 
their *Ck>Btinuam Th^ary" in 1949^ ^ i c h applied to the neutrcm 
cross secti(nis measured with high energy ineidesfb neutrons^ 
% e^re the target nudeus may be ^scited to the ecmtinum state; 
and thus the measured eross-sections are averages over many 
rescmanees. The calculations Sf differential cross-seeticmSf 
made mider the asstaaptions of th is thecnry explained the main 
10 features of the experimental measur^B^ats by Barsehall et e l ; 
and other workers, only qualitatively. But there vere serious 
discrepancies in the i^apes of the diffraction patterns. Also 
th i s model did not predict the main features of the total neutr 
27 
eross^seetions measuresents^ as measured by Barsehall and other 
28 
Fei&badtit Pert or and Veissk«pf, then proposed their so*ealled 
"cloudy crystal-ball** modelf in idiich the interaction stroigth 
bet%ra«!i the neutron and the nucletur matter was asstsaed to be 
l e s s than in the continuum theory, ^ e fu l l details of this 
theory are given in Section •* This theory proved to be more 
sueeesaful in explaining the expsrimental neutron oross* 
-sections - including the differential seatt«ring cross-section 
B««sar«d ^ t o that time. This gaT« fmrther ixpetus to the 
aeasroreaient8 of the differential ceross-seetions* 
10-24 Sinee thffi[iy s t i l l more ^uorkers have made these aeastxroiexits 
at different ^aergies and for different elenents* Sc»e 
6-8.19*23 
worki^s hate maA% theiMi measiir«ii«xts for one eliment at aansr 
20,11.18 
energies; i^ i l e others faaTe performed these measureoents at tarn 
energy \xkt for aaoy el^ients. The aeasnrosents \/j ^oi#doxi aid 
11 Whitehead at 3«7 Her, for six eleotents; and hgr ^ I t and Beyster' 
at 4 f l Mev, for fourteen elements have heen the most extensive : 
the latter category* 
One of the main interests of these measixrextents has been to 
Terify the Talidity of the assumptions contained in the "dondy 
SB 
crystal-hall« nodel. There are three parameters involved in thi 
models-
! • A, the radius of the target naelens. 
2. To the real potential depth of the nnelens* 
3. jr the parameter lAiieh gives the interaction strength 
of the neixtron with mtelear Batt«r« 
It i s expected that these meas«r«E«its «f differ^itial seatteri 
cross-sections say he helpful in deciding idiethers 
(a) The model holds good at a l l . 
(h) And i f i t does ( ^ i ^ i t se«Bs probable) then, tdiat an 
the values of these parameters and how do these 
parameters vary with (1) the incidrait neutron «aergy 
(2) the atcsiie weight of the target nucleus* 
Also the model in i t s present form, assumes a square potential 
v«II. mere are poseibi l i t ies of Aodifieatlons i& th is litiape 
too* 
From the neasurenents of the angtaar distribtiticra of the 
e last ieal l7 scattered zieixtro&s; axid other relevant netztron eresi 
•seetloBs report s imtil now, one eamiot olrt^ aia deeiadTe ansvnr 
to some of the ahove-^^itlo&ed qmmries ahoot the nature of the 
paraneters inrolyeA in the theory. As for ex«i^Ie FeshlMiehy 
Porter and Ifeisskopf, ealeolated the differential eross'-sectioat 
*13 
at o&e Mer. for maay el«Bexits ^ t h To « 42 MeTf R $ X.45 x 20 J 
cm, and for t^ «o values of ^ < ^ « ,05 and ^ s •03)« It seens 
that ^ ; 0,03 i s preferable, !iilt and Beyster nave ealeulated 
the differential cross*seetions at 4*1 Ker, for To m 42 Hev, 
-13 1/3 ( 
H « 1.45 X 30 A and for c^  s 0*03^ 0,1 and 0 ,2 , to compare then 
with their experimental curves. The agreeneut appears to be bei 
for c^  betvreen 0,1 axA 0 ,2 , Snowdon and Whitehead have 
used ^ s 0,06, 
In viev of thisy i t i s desirable to perform the iMasurem«nt 
of differmitial cross sections at many energies for many elemen 
so as to obtain experimentally the variations of these paramete 
vlth eiiergy of the incident neufcrons and the atomic weight of 
the target nne l^ . These measur^aent s , in conjuncticm vith 
total eross^^etions, can also yield, total inelastic cross 
secticms, ^diicdi give supporting evid^sice. 
The measurem«Eit s reported herein vere undertaken with the 
purpose of extending the experimental data for differential 
neutron cress seeticms at 3,7 Hev, to more elem«ats than 
11)23 
reported previously, end for ia^jroving the preeisicm of the 
It i s «ss«ntial that osly e last ieal ly seatt«F«d ne^Toms b« 
detected in these measuremaatSf so that the ecDparlK>!i vlth 
thecnry he^aies easy. For th is reason e i ^ t spheres of seioti l l 
•oting plastic^ each O,!** In diaseter^ aoonted Q& BB. S!iI*62eO 
photo*Bitltipliery were used as the neixtron detected. As 
deserihed in Section Illy this detector diserininated against 
gasiBia rays as ymll as low energj neiitrons. Tor ZireoniiSB, the 
measisrenents were made vith sine snlphide^Iineite detector alsoi 
This detector i s oooparatively insensitive to the gaaraa rays, 
hot does not discriminate well against low energy neutrons* 
Tb±B has allowed the eorapariis^n <^  the two <a'y8tals as neutron-
detectors* As described later, Iting geometry was Mq l^eyiA in 
these experinents* The differential cross*sections were 
corrected for (1) itogiilar sensitivity of the detectcar, 
(2) Energy sensitivity of the detector, (3) The attenuation ii^ 
the ring scatterer^ (4) Ifoltiple scattering ai^ (5) Finite sis* 
of the scatterer and the detector* 
The t h i ^ e t i c a l curves of differimtial e last ic eross-Mcti 
were ^^mputed for shape e last ic seattioring, as des«rihed hy 
28 
Peshbachy Porter and Ifeisskopf in their •doai^ dtystal hall 
theory** Rie following parameters were used in the ealcolatio: 
•13 l /S To • 42 liBV., B « 1,45 X 10 x A; ai^ q » 0,0S. Theoretically 
the scattering cross section can he divided into two parts^ 
(a) £dbiape elast ic scattering, and (2) Ckaapound elast ic scatter 
The "Cloudy crystal ball" theory predicts the fomer 
explicitely; but for the latter some additional assunptions ar 
7 
r«(|Qir<»i* Bat at the «Q«rgy of otir seasorements (3*7 Mar.), 
i t i s hoped that the ^mtirit^ioa ^on the aJStponBd eXastie 
seatteri&g i s negligible (for reasons des^rihed in the Seetion 
5)* k eooparison of the theoretical ciirres of the shape 
e last ic scattering and the expcsrlBental eorres sh^mldy therefor< 
he ^ I t e Instruetire* This i s discussed in the last section. 
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(a) Details of the r ing geometry used in the experinnent. 
(b)Detoil» of scattering geometry for getting the single 
scottering rotio J-
F I G . Scale I I 
o cm I 
The geoietrieaX set «p used la the experiment Is ^ova in 
Fig. l a . la the figuret-
S Is the source of seutrons of 3,7 Her. Bean energjr with a 
spread of 5^& Jlsr* !& practice this i s a cylinder 3,0 ens i 
diameter and 2*0 ois long - fu l l of deteritai at one ataosphe 
pressure} and i s bosl^a'ded vith deutrons of 0.605 Mertr. netia 
«ierg7« 
D i s the neuron deteetor^ with a stroxig disoriBination agaii 
low energy neutrons. Essentially the detector i s ^lindrica 
in shape and i s 1*8 ems l ^ g , and 2.25 en in diasseter. 
Attens^tor f i s t^osen so that there i s negligible transmissii 
of neutrons through i t • In our case i t V9.s an iron cylinder 
the i^ape shoim in the figure. It i s 2.5i ems in diameter sa 
^ • 4 ems in length. 
A i s the seatterer in the form of a ring vith a <|uadrangular 
cross section* 
ienerally the following measurem^rts are perfori^d for 
getting the differential e last ic cross section^ trcm the above 
set txpf for one angle of scattering * Ba^ of these meas^ oroBsnti 
are of course, made tor the same niMber of neutrons detected by 
f» 
/ / 
tli« monitor, nio scGdtor Is a iMtztron detector moisite4 to one 
side of tbe amitroz^soixree, so that i t eoimts necrtrons emitted 
nearly at right angles to the deutron heas. 
(1) YD the mmtbet of neutrons detected hy the detector D| vh«i 
the attenmator and the seatt«rer are no^ In place* 
(S) Sjn the niMher of background neutrons detected hj the detee 
D, vhen only the attenuator i s in place* 
(3) Vg the BOBher of neutrons detected tsf the detector D* idi«Q 
^ t h the seatter«r and the attenuator are in place* 
Let Tigs Ig - Vg 
y^ £ 1^ - Ig and 
H§ r 8 « seasured scattering ratio* 
IIJD 
ve want to get a relaticm between the aeasured ((asjstlty ^8% axu 
07(e) t *^« *^ "*« differ«it ial cross section at angle Q , for 
lAiieli S has been aeamred* 
Oth«r Beasured quantities of interest ares-
BQ , the distance between the centre of the source S and the 
centre o£ detector D* 
3^ f the distance betweoa the ^ntre of source S, and the centr 
of any eross-section of the ring* 
B2 » the distance between the e<mtre of detector D, and the 
centre of any cross sectitm of the ring* 
C f mean radius of the ring* 
If ve eall as Z^ y^ the l ine joining the eflotres of soixre« 8» and 
detector 0$ as %^ the l ine joining the eioitres of the source wm 
a cross secticsi of the ring; and as Igi the l ine joining the 
centres of detector D» and a cross*section of the ring; the&i^  
% i s the angle hetwesn the l ine 3^ and liiM Xg* 
^2 ^* the angle between the l ine X|^  and l ine J^« 
and 6 « ^ « 02t ^* ^^ ^^  scatt^ing anglCf through iriliieh a 
neatron in i t i a l l y going along the l ine Xst i s scattered 
to go alcaig the l ine 239 to he detected at the detected 
Also l e t s 
1(6) be the maber of direct nentrcns emitted by the soioree ii 
the fomard direction^ per steradian for a certain nnab^ 
of monitor counts* 
Kd^} be the ssBiber of nentrons emitted bjr the sonree in the 
direction 6^ ^ per steradian for the suae meib«» of mcmita 
connts as for 1(6) 
A(d2) be the angular sensitiTity of the detector for the neatr< 
coming from an angle 62* 
G (1^) be the «aerg7 sensitiTity for the detector for a neutron 
of energy (BQ), 
so that A.(^)y 6(%) i s the total effici^acy for eoimting a 
neutron vith eiMrgy SQ^ and ccming from direct!cm 6g* 
Idcft)^  (^yei 
To start ifith, we <»nadder an ideal case, \diere the source 
)3 
and detector B see smaLl enoiigh so tliat they oaoi be <»nsidered 
as points. FQ7t^ «raiC3rey the spread of the scattering angle, 
due to the f in i t e thiekness of the ring scattersr, i s neglected 
And similarly the eGaatrihution frca scattering other than the 
single fffiiittearing i s alsw not taken into accoimt in this ideal 
case* For these considerations, ve refer to figore 1(h)* 
Jt Bay be seen from the figure that in th is ideal case the 
flnx of neutrons fal l ing cm the Tolume element d? i s given byi-
M^) . ; ® i . n 
li^ere <r - total neutron cross-section in the seatt^er at the 
energy of incident neutron. 
m s nuttber of scattering n u d i i par tmit Tolume in the 
seattM^er. 
s^ s distance travelled by the neutrons in the seatt«rer, 
before t h ^ are scattered by vclUBie element dT* 
The flux of the scattered neurons, scattered by Toluae dT, vhi 
reaches the detector i s then given bys-
^^®1^ 1 "iTCri • rg) n — ,^. ^„ 
'•••"§•• • — A • e ^ •»• ^ ' • 9 s ( 9 ) • B . d T 
TASMTB rg i s the distance that the neutron travels in the 
seatterer, after being scattered l^ voluae elemezri; dT« 
fhe flux of the scattered neutrons fron volume eleeient dT 
detected by the detector i s , th«ei| given by 
/f 
Also the fltoc o£ direct aentrons detected by the detector i s 
easily seen to bet-
1(9) . (A(0). ^(Eo) (IB) 
iihere 
A(0) i s the ang^upr sensitivity of the detector in the 
forward direction, 
and f ( ^ ) i s the miergy sensitivity of the detector for the 
neutirons tnitted in the forward direction* 
so that the ratio, 
Scattered flnz frc» the iftiole rlDg detected by the 
% s detector D 
Direct flnx detected by the detector D 
in this ideal east i s givm by, (fros equations lA and ZB). 
or, due to om* conditions of ideal case, we may vrite^ 
Writing F 5 - ^ J • i . >r ^^ ^^ ^^  
T 
and A(0) = 1 and ^(1©) i 1 , 
We get9 
^ » T H J *S • <rs(©).n.A(02). (^%) T . F . f"^ 
W[ * 1^ — — — — — ( 
Zero»ord«g-ipproxiaatiGP Base t -
legleetlBg eontrllmticais frc«B any scattering other than fi^t 
we Bay write for oar zero*order approxiraaticti case 
— Si 
Ve Bay derive, (Ts (6) the effective differential «ross section 
fron this relation. It is given l^ t-
— - 1 - 1 -10**^ 
<r,(e) s 2iSl- •(^!^)2 • A (e2). € (%) S(F,n.T) e .-^  (3 
I(6l) JS 
Modificationg for Actual Caset-
In actual practice, the ideal case under which Si has been 
foond i s modified in the following two ways:-
(1) The source and the detector Bay not he small enough to 
be considered points* And similarly the thidmess of th 
seatterer may have to he taken into account in consideri 
the spread of scattering angle* 
(2) 1!he neutrons detected hy the detector may he scattered 
more than CBce before they reach the detector. In that 
case S, the measured value of scattsiring ratio maj be 
writt«i down as 
S - PiSi • f2S2 4- fsSg • — etc . 
(•) 0«t«itt • ! tk* >c«ll*rl»t t * * » * l ' y ' • ' • • l l i * t 
0 (Z , ,» 
(k) Dktkilt • ! tk* (cot t t r i * * (•ei»»try for ealcttlatiks 
tk« e«rr«elie»> t«r l i a i l * tif* of (cattcrtr am* 
d«l*et*r. 
FIG, H 
u 
% s scattering ^ r a t io of singly seatt«re4 nevttrtmB i& 
the Ideal ease, 
S2 s scattering r a t i o of doubly scattered neutrons In the 
ideal ease, 
and so on* 
^'l* ^2f ' s t «*ie» take care of f i n i t e size-conslderatlons for 
deteetor rlng^ e t e . 
^ t l p l f f r g^l^lt frlngi 
Using the same argtments as for Sj^, and referring to 
figure 11(a) ve get the following e3q>resi^on for 82* 
s^.j 
^'^*^2 ^^*^2 (4) 
%^ere Cr<©) sad C(ft) *re the different ia l cross-seetions for the 
f i r s t and the secc»^ scat ter ing, as i s s*io%«n in the figure I K a ) . 
Similarly, expressions for dg, etc* may he obtained• Bat iie 
asmme that S3 and higher order scattering i s small enou^ to he 
negleeted* In that ease 
S • f^Si • f2S2 
5 ^ 1 % (^ • £ s ^ ) 
]loV| for omr ideal eas<«» as discussed above f2 s ^1 s 2.« 
/7 
Sxperlffioatal estimates make It sees l i k e l y that in actual ease, 
the values of f are about equal; and dif fer from tmity toy not 
jtGce than f i f t e e n t o twenty percent. Also the sua 
I s expected to be not more than 20% of f i%» We id l l^ therefor 
be not introducing any appreciable error i f ve write: 
8 z fiSi f l • ^ J (6) 
Calculation of f i S j . : -
For obtaining f l S i , we should recalctCLate our f i r s t order 
scattering r a t i o , taking into aeeoimt the f i n i t e s i ze of the 
detector 9 the source and the scatterer. In actual experim^otal 
set*up| the ring md the detector are at least 40 t o £0 ems, 
away frcm the source^ %Aiich i s 2,0 cms* in depth and about 1 on 
in diameter. We assume* therefore^ that the source i s for a l l 
practical purposes a point source* Bat in the case of the 
detector (1*8 cats, deep and 2*25 in diameter), the s ize i s 
comparable to the d i s ta ice of the scatterer from the detector, 
(about 4 to 6 ems*)* So in our following considerations* we 
only take into accoiaat the f i n i t e s ize of the ring and the 
detector* 
For the consideration of these corrections, we refer to 
f igure 11(b) . Let us consider a neutron incident along the 
l i n e marked %, on the ring* Let P(Z,Y) be the scattering 
point in the scatterer; and Q(Z,^ , ^ ) be the point of deteetic 
1^ 
> 
in the deteetor* V« ciioose th« cMitres of the oross-seetioas 
of ring and detector as origins of the eoordinate-systems in thfl 
two eases* The coordinates of P are (X,T)| and for Q (Z, ^ » c^  
as shoiA in the flgiare. 
Also 
% Is the distance frcm the source to P. 
i,g i s the distance fros P to Q. 
BQ i s the distance frcai source to Q. 
A 4>.B : BQ, as shoiA in the figure, and A>d and C a^e defined a 
givffii in the figure. Other symbols have been definedjMfore* 
It i s clear from this figisre that fj^ Sj^  say be wrttt^ wa as, 
f a. J L r f I(5i) » | jfJL. -ff rr.i * rg) 
Yd Vs ^^s^^d 
( 
Tg i s the Yoliame of the seatterer; Td i s the volume of the 
detector; and 1^ i s the energy of the neutron hitting the 
detector. The bars over the differrait symbols are to distingnis 
them from their values lAiidi were nsed in deriving ftj^* The 
quantities %, ig , ^ ( e ) , A(©) and 6(iii) «re now variables in 
contrast to the correi^onding qnantities in the expression for 
S|^ . To evaluate the integral cf etjaation (6), these quantities 
jEdioold be e:iq>and^ properly. It i^onld be noted that in 
evaluating f i % in equation (6), the same values ot 1(0), Rj^ , 
^(1^) , and A(0) are nsed for direct neutron flux, as in the 
ease of S^ (see eqtiatioa 1 ) . This was eLone because the source 
i s so Temov^ from the detector that the ahore-mentioQed 
({aantities may be eoasidered constant, l .e* they do not change 
to 93DJ appreciable amount over the Tolume of the detector. 
1(63^ ) may also be considered constant orer the yoliMe of 
the scatterer due to the same reasons. 
So that I(%) s UQi) 
We expand the Yarious variables in etiuation (6) as followst-
(l)WPiting yU S Cos 5 
vhere h s Cos 6; 6 being the scattering angle for mean position 
The single and double dashes are f irst and second order 
derivatives respectively, with respect to JU, It idtioald be 
noted that these derivatives are at the mean position values 
of iU i . e . at yt/^  . 
The quantity XA i t se l f , may be expanded as 
^v.^ 2_ dyd\ d '^d2_ J (f ^ ^ 
The various partial differentials are taken at the mean position 
X»0* t^ tt-0 • 
Tcxm •<ia«tlcais (6a) and ( ^ ) ; C ijU) may be expressed in 
terms of i t s derivat ives, and the various derivatives of / t» 
(2) Similarly writing 
% • ^ 
we may expand it exactly in the same manner as y£L in equation 
6(l>), 
(3) Also if Cos Og ii^5 ve may write, 
kip: kip *<J-% y'^l) *HJ-l)^ .'np...6i 
where ^^  s Cos Og; 02 being the mean rnagle (see figure 
I I b ) , "^  may be expanded the same way as yf( • 
(4) For 4:<%i)f ^« wri te , 
(:i\) s ^ ( In ) - ^<8n) f i n - «<»)] • 
' ^<^>[^%^(^-^)) 
l(ii) i s the energy of the neutron scattered at angle 
e (Ck>8 6 riU) md S|| i s the energy at 6 (Cos 6 s A ) 
I t may be s^oim tha t 
wh^>e M s mass of the scattering nucleus. 
21 
BqtiaticB (6) Bay* now, be wrlttea as 
^ 1 % = K r 1(1 • III 4 M2 4 — . ) I ^ " '^^ l • ^2) 
•d Vs 
^ ' ^ % ^ Bi 
aoid Mj^  contains l inear terms in X^  T, Z, and 
M2 contains quadratic terms in X, T, "Z, • 
I t may be shotm that as Uy contains l inear terms in Xf X, e t c . 
and the l imi t s of integration are frca r& *® |k» r^ *® ^ » «*c. 
the integral containing Kj^  i s very a i a l l and may he neglected. 
For the integral containing M2t ve may replace the term 
5<rn(ri « r2) fey «Cnd, without introducing any appreciable 
error because the terms in % are comparatively qfuite ssa l l* 
Farther yen^ f^cy»viT:^ )±hat 
1^ F i ^ I 5<^»<n • r2 - d) dYg 
Vs 
ve may write^ 
^s Vd J 
s Si • Ke^*^ J J M2,dy.dVd 
Vs Vd 
It was sihoioi that i f ve only include the important terms 
of the integral in the above equation, ve get 
x^ 
c{ c raAius of the deteetor* 
7h. q « n t l t r tii"^,in t h . . b o „ .<,a«tl<» mv t« 
r«pXae«4 %gr % vlthont iixtrodi»ing m&T ^ig Mrror ( i t differs 
froB % by 5<^a<n • ^2 - *>, ,^hl<ai U not ffiore th«i 6^ 
diff«rflnt f^oB TSftit7)f so th«t this v i l l introdtiee am «rror of 
fiot mors than S% ia ths eorreeticm itself* Also i f ve vrite 
(X,X) for the eo^fieiesft of af i 1 
(y,T) for the eoeffieient of h^ ) 
1^ } in the parofithesiSf 
S/12 ) (ZtZ) for the coefficient of 
(P,P) for the coefficient of ^ /4 ) 
%»e may then vrite for tj^ 
e^ 
^ - — (7) 
FTCB the shove diseessioR it M V be se«» thet % the 
Z3 
seasored seattered r a t io may he f inal ly writt«Dt as (Sea 
aqnaticms 2 and 6)« 
S = f l ^ ^ ^ . ^ _ 0- s(e)a.A(©2) t^(l^)PY,i*^ "^ • f lS i - g L 
8(a) 
or 08(6) t the t rue different ial cross-secticsn at a soan scattering 
angle 6 i s given hj 
—— (8) 
I t shcrald be notod that in the measured scattering r a t i o S^  
as discussed above, the scattered nentrons are supposed to be 
ecming only from the ring seatterer* If there i s somtt other 
soi3ree of netztrons which eontribntes to S as measiired ezperimoi-
•tally* that shotdLd be eon^dered separately. 
The meastjrwaent and the calculation of the varlotis 
qtiaatities involved in the expressed for 0s(©) In eqnatieii(8} 
are given and discussed in the next section. 

Seeti<»i i n « 
MPmCDSSmAL SSS'VP. 
Th« tHoek diagram of the lAiole exptapimtaatml set tgp i s show 
i a f ignres ZIX and XT, Figure XT shovs the g«ieral features and 
location, of the Tandegraaff machine vlth respect to the target 
vdiich i s oar neutron source* 
The generator I s ins ta l l ed ver t i ca l ly . I t s accelerating 
tube (\Aiieh i s about 6 f t . Icaig), the Power supplies assoilkly 
for the head and the tank etc* i s separated frcn the rooi in idil 
target and the detector are located by a ce i l ing of about 6 f t* 
of concrete* i f t e r leaving the accelerating tube the deutroA 
beam trave l s some 10 f t« before i t i s analysed by the magnet^ 
viiich also serves t o bend the beaaa horizontal ly . • eonorete 
wall of on© f t . thit toiess , separates the magnet btac fr t» the 
target end. The various distances of the deteritm target f r a i 
the surrounding walls are given belowj-
1 • From the wall after the magnet UOft. 
2 - From the wall in the forward direct ioa 20 f t . 
3 - Frcai the walls oa the sideis 6 f t . 
4 . - Prom the roof 10 f t . 
6 - From the f loor 3 .6 f t . 
The analysing mt^net has i t s pole pieees shaped in sudi a 
way that a uniform f i e l d i s wpoKkxk created across a gap <^ 2 em. 
• L O O B I A S B A I I S M O « I « C 
r M C L O C A T I o n o r T H C 
n C U T A C M SOURCE « I T M 
• c s r c c T TO TMC o*nc« 
»«MTS or THE v A a D f C M A A r r 
6t1lt>ft10« 
/ / •yr '^W/^ 
Jj. .^ 
1:1:^ 
' ^ ' • ^ 
IE 
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and the radius of the elreular path throagh idiidi the beam 
trare l s in the magnet i s abotxt 9 f inch. An ix^ut s l i t before 
the sagnetf and an ontptrt s l i t after the magnet> serve to f i x tl 
path of the beam through the magnet. The ci3rr«at In the eo i l s 
of the magnet i s s i^plied by an canplldyne motor, ^ error 
signal fed t o the f i e l d e o i l s of the amplidyne motoTy keeps the 
current eonstant* For bending a beam of dentrons of 1 HST* 
energyf abont 4*6 amperes of cmrroit i s passed through the 
eoilSf Ckjoling of the e o i l s i s aceo^lisihed by water. The 
magnet f i e l d B was equal to about 8000 gauss. 
To focuss the beam on the target^ a strong focnssing lens 
i s used after the output s l i t of the magnet. This lens 
consis ts of two sets of properly shaped plates^ with four plates 
in each s e t . Each set acts as a concave lensy so that two 
concave lensesin ser ies act as a convening l e n s . A power supply 
of • l^T-o*^ *15KV with a variac in the input ser/ec to 
st^ply voltages for cme s e t . Each plate in a set has a ccoivez 
surface, facing ins ide . The two plates of the set are mounted 
from the top and bottom; and the two from the s ides . The 
bottom plate and one of the sides p lates are connected together; 
and sdmilarly the top plate and the other side plate are 
connected together. 
One of these connected pair of plates i s given the positive 
voltage and the other i s giv^a the negative voltage. The 
second set i s connected in the same way as the f i r s t one, 
except that s i f^s of the voltages are reversed. 
The seanner which follows the f o c u s i n g lens M>nsists of 
Brass 
Mckel fo i l 
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(b) DETAILS OF THE DETECTOR 
FIG.JB" 
tvo pairs of plan* plates, to ^ i e h the alternating Toltages arc 
applied in s u ^ a vay that a rapidly rotating lassijuons fIg^ire 
i s made of the bean on the target. In actual practice the 
yertical pair i s stjpplied 2000 volt35 at 10,000 cycles and the 
horizontal one i s supplied about 1000 volts at 400 cycles* Hhm 
ua» of the seamier protects the ni^Ele fo i l in the target froa 
being burnt out • 
The TacntBi in the tube vas maintained by a 500 litrei^see, 
TaeuuB o i l diffusion pus^, above the magnet, and by two small 
diffusion ptsaps of capacity of 10 l i t res p«a> secKjnd, eadi, near 
the target end. 
fhff peut^r^fi g9ffir<?fff 
The target end is showi in detail in figure 1 ^ .The 
diaphram is located about 2 inches avay from the target. The 
teflon piece is inserted to Insulate the target frcm ground so 
that the charge collected on the target can be measured. The 
actual target consists of deterixa gas, contained in the Faraday 
(^ p, idiidi collects the ^ arge from bean. The gas is separated 
1 
from the yaeuum by a 0.05 mil niekle fo i l vhich i s supported 
by a copper plate with a meab of holes in i t . The niekle fo i l 
i s soft-soldered to the copper plate, in such a vay that the 
holes remain free of solder. The deterium gas i s directly le t 
into the target from a side tube. The actual dimensions are 
shown in the figure 1^ ^ The target i s kept cool by bloving air 
at i t . 
The horizontal section of the tube i s sts^ported ysj eloetped 
X7 
rodSf %Aileh are held by an aliaainitm j^e-beam, rtzsnijig 
paral le l t o the tube some 3 f t . above i t , 
Qperatioii of the gcperatort 
k rttiio frequency ion-source serves as the »3uree erf" 
deutrons* in osc i l l a tor of 10 megacycles frequency i s used 
as a radio-frequency source. Essmitially the ion source 
cons is ts of a discharge bott le ^ i c h i s excited by the tank 
c o i l of the osci l lator,! A probe vi th a posi t ive voltage on the 
top of the bot t l e helps direct the icms tovards the cathode, 
vhich i s at the botton of the bot t l e . The cathode has a 
small hole through i t for the ions to pass. The gas in the 
2 
bot t le i s l e t i n , through a palladitra tube vhose toHperature 
can be dianged and thus a flow of the gas in the bot t le can be 
conbrolled. The intens i ty of the discharge in the icm-iK)uree, 
and hence the in tens i ty of the beas can be controlled by 
vaMng 
(1) The rate of flow of deter i ia into the ion-source. 
(2) The voltage on the probe in the ion-source. 
(3) The voltage of the o s c i l l a t o r . 
In actual practice the above three factors are t o be adjusted 
for maxisraB beara. A very high gas flow reduces the cixrrent. € 
Bay strike the discharge with a higher gas flow, and then 
gradually r^uee the flow t i l l a maximtm of beem i s got. For 
right anount of gas flow, higher osc i l la tor voltage gives high 
current. Generally a high probe voltage gives a higher current 
But Bormally maxiatn prob« Toltago i s aToid«d. fh« prolw 
pov«r si3ppl7 i s capable of sapplylng a aaxiBia (^ 2 MA at 5 KT; 
and the ose i l l a tor power sx^pljf a maxima of h^ i^A at c^^ K.¥. 
The voltages are varied hf remote control with the USB et 
sylsen motors, k ^)i2ple of small permanmat magnets placed 
properly near the ion-soorce help in getting more ci2rr«it» 
The s ize of the hole in the cathode, also determines the 
current. Vormally a 4© mil wide, and 3/16- inch longf at 
50 Mil vide and 3/6 inch long hole has been nsed. 
Two c f l i n i r i c a l electrodes insta l led one helov the other; 
helow the cathode of the ion-sonrce, serve as the foensidng 
eleetrodttes. The f i r s t one can be snpplied'^o «15KT, idth 
respect t o the cathode; and the second caie (f^o *30 KT, These 
vol tages , again can be varied by remote control. 
For li»eping the beam in the centre a Deflector i s installe* 
jnst below the tank as idiown in the f igtire IT. Sach pair of 
p lates i s applied 0-30 KT between them. This voltage can be 
v a r i ^ froB the control dei^. 
The signal received frc^ the output s l i t s of the soialysing 
magnet i s used in a feed back systemi for stabilisdj^g the beoi. 
This slgnaCL after being amplified i s fed t o the grid of a 
tr iode ^ i c h i s mounted right on the tank. The plate of t h i s 
tr iode i s connected to the corona needles on the top of the 
tank» This way the corona curr«it i s adjusted so that the 
voltage of the generator i s ccmstant eaou^ for the beam t o 
pass through the middle of the s l i t s . 
By properly swi^usting the voltages on th« strong 
focussing lensy and the scanner; a ^ a r p l y defined s^are 
pat tern of the beam i s got on the centre of the YievlBg 
quartz, ins ta l led near the target* The size of t h i s square 
pat tern i s ^i^ixisted so that i t s most intense part f a l l s on the 
centre of the nickle fo i l* 
Itoile running aaoothly^ a steady current of ^ - 3 5 mi«ro-
afflperes of analysed deutrons eotCLd be got on the ta rge t . 
Th« Detecting 8et-l]p, 
Tiio kinds of selz^llatlcm crystals have Iseen used In th i s 
experiment for ccmntlng the neiztrons in the forvaz^ dlrecticm -
3 
(a) a zinc siilphide-LQclte Imtton and (^) an assembly of e l |^ t 
ba l l s of p l a s t i c s c i n t i l l a t o r each of 0 ,1" In diameter. The 
photo-Knltlpllers used In t h i s experiment have alvays been 
4 
lMI-6260. 
Zlne*Stilphlde Incite button was put In an alualnluB can 
5 
'Whose rest of the eiqpty space was f i l l e d \«ith s i l i con f lu id <^ 
1DOO,€X)0 eentlstokes Tlscos i ty , The aluminium can was then 
moimted on the face of the photomultipller* The sealing of the 
aluminium can t o the photomultlpller was affected with EC 801 
sealer and EC 807, 4E3D Accelerator, of Minnesota l£Lning and 
Manufacturing Co* The d e t a i l s cf the mounted crystal assembly 
are shown in figure Vb* 
The p l a s t i c s c i n t i l l a t o r ba l l s were held together by 
•ery thin wires thrust in to the sides of the b a l l s . This 
assembly was encased in the alumlni'oa ca|*)and th«a same 
procedure was followed for mounting as mentioned above for the 
6 2^-Salphite-Lucite buttosi except that Eel*F was used for 
f i l l i n g the CTq;)ty space In the can. 
SfI-6260 photofflultiplier was used because of i t s l e s s 
sensit iveness to magnetic f i e ld* 
The signal from the photomultlpller was fc»d t o a cathode 
3/ 
follower, ^ i c h was motbated direct ly on the frame holding the 
photomnltiplier. The cathode-follower assembly was aowited in 
s n ^ a way that i t did not present any extra area to th« neutron 
beam h i t t ing d i rec t ly . The photomttltlplier was surroimded by 
I 
a t ight f i t t i n g Mu-metal shield. The detector system for the 
forward direct ion netatrons was supported by a rod clamped to the 
same alisminitam eyeobeami whidb supported the horizontal tnbe 
carrying the dentron-beam» 
A ^s -Lnc i t e batton moimted on an BMZ 62eo photcntiltiplier, 
serred as monitor for the neirtron beam. The monitor detector 
was moimted on one side of the target so as to count neutrons 
^Bitted at right angles frcaa the forward direct ion. The 
monitor was fixed r ig idly to the beam-carrying tube, so that 
any movement of the target was shared by the monitor counter* 
The goieral mounting of the monitor assembly was the same as 
that of forward direction detector. 
tnie Scattering Set-Up. 
An iron cylinder 10 inches long and one inc^ in diameter 
served as an attenuator. It was suitably tapered on both ends 
so that the neutron beam could f a l l cm the ring scatterer 
without being hindmred) and also the neutrons from the scatterer 
could reach the detector over a wide range of angle of 
scattering. The attenuator was attached to a rod, lAiich was 
clashed to the eye-beam, t o whidi the tube carrying the deutron 
beam was also attached. The attenj^uator could be slided along 
32 . 
the eye-beara. The seatterers were In the form of rizigsy v i th 
a qtiadrangiilar cross sect ions . The seatterer was also attached 
to a rod vhleh was clamped to the beam^ and eoiald he slided* 
For changing the angle of scattering, the seatterer was soTed, 
t^ille keeping the detector and attenuator fixed* The ^ o l e 
arremgement of target , detector, attenuator, seatterer and the 
monitor I s shovn In Figure I I I . 
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Hectronie Equipment for Detection. 
Figure ?I shows the block diagram of the electronic 
equipment, used for the detection of neutrons. High voltage 
to the photo-ffiultipli«r was applied from a regulated power 
supply, ii^ick had a pack of ba t te r ies connected in paral lel 
to i t . The voltage in the power supply could always be 
adjusted so that for a fixed number of bat ter ies there was no 
current in the current metre as shown in the f igure. This 
arrangement gave quite^reasonably stable power-supply. 
The resistance net-work used in the photomultiplier i s 
shown in figure VII. I t should be noted that in t h i s case, 
a separate res is tor i s connected between the high voltage and 
the anode of the photomultiplier. This gives a better 
performance in terms of s t ab i l i t y than the case in which th i s 
resistance i s a part of the whole chain of r e s i s t o r s . 
The cathode follower circui t i s also given in figure VII. 
The filament voltage and the plate voltage to the cathode 
follower tube 6J6were supplied froa the suitable points frcaa 
7 
the Atomic Linear Mpl i f ier no. 204c. 
The signals frcao the cathode followers were carried over 
RG-63/tJ cables over 20 feet and were fed to the Atomic Linear 
amplifier no. 204C. The output pulses of the amplifiers were 
taken from "Discriminator" output of the aB^jlifier so that 
by changing the discriminator setting on the amplifiers the 
voltage level above iirtiich the pulses were accepted could be 
"< +275V 
~T*t^ ' 
t:uf PtATE 
- X T V0l.T*6E 
CATHOOe •-
FIG.u^Th* circuitry of voltog* - divider 
tor th« photomultlpti«r tub* (EMI 6 2 6 0 } 
and th« cothod* follower. 
3^ 
•arl«d. The gains , the time eonstant sett Inge, and the feed-
-ba«sk were adjusted so that there was no OTer-loadlng In the 
amplifier, and the sharpest possible pulses eould be got In the 
output. Hormally the gain of the amplifier was of the order 
4 
10, The r i s e time of the output pulses was l e s s than one 
microsecond, and the decay time of about 2 micro Sees. The 
'Discriminator' output gave pos i t ive pulses of uniform h e i ^ t 
of nearly 10 v o l t s . 
The d ipper e lre i i i t s were used to get r id of the negative 
off-shoots in the oiztput pxilses, from the amplifiers. The 
scalars were binary, and had an ii^xst resolving time of erne 
micro*second* The amplifiers and the clipper c ircui t s were 
Instal led in a closed cabin so that they had a reasonably 
constant temperature* 
For the monitor, the discriminator bias was different 
from that of th© forward counter. The discriminator bias of 
the monitor c ircuit depended on the distance of the monltcff 
detector from the target - lower bias for larger distances 
and higher bias for smaller distance to keep the counting 
rate for monitor nearly the same^of the order of 600 per 
second. 
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SECEIOir IT. 
MEASPREMEHTS AHD BESTOgS. 
As discussed in the section on "Die Theorj of Experiaental 
Method" we are required t o measure or calculate the following 
aain (Quantities for arriving at 0'g(§)j the dif ferential 
cross section for e l a s t i c a l l y scattered neutrons* 
(1) KSf) the rat io of the nuser of neutrons emitted 
1(0) from D-D source in any given direct ion, t o the 
number of neutrons csoitted in the forward 
direct ion. 
(2) (l&j^) The energy s ens i t i v i ty for a given energy neutron, 
i f the energy s ens i t i v i ty for the neutron in the 
forward direct ion i s asstraed to be w^t, 
(3) A(02) The angular s ens i t i v i ty in any given direction 
assuming that the angular s ens i t i v i ty in the 
forward direction i s ®irte. 
The gecraetrical quantities as defined earl ier 
(See figure l a , and l b ) . 
(4) Distances 
Bi,B2,ao, 
&,b,e e tc 
and 
angles Oi, 
62, and 6 
(6) nT The to ta l number of nuclfii in the seatterMr. 
(6) 0" The to ta l neutron cross-sect ion for the seatterer. 
(7) S The scattering rat io as defined earl ier (See 
Equation 8a, Section I I ) . 
(8) S2/S1 The scattering rat io of doubly scattered neutrons 
as given in Section I I . 
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(9) f\ The seeoBd order correctitm for the f i n i t e si«e of 
the seatterer and detector (see equation 7, 
Section I I ) . 
(10) F The attenuation factor as defined in equation 
l a , Section II* 
Apart from raeasTiring or calculating the above quantities, 
the following main requirements should also be metx-
(a) The measured scattering rat io ^ould only include 
the e l a s t i c a l l y scattered neutrons, scattered from the ring 
seatterer. In other words, the detector should not count 
gsama rays, and also should not count ine la s t i ea l l y scattered 
neutrons, 
(b) There should be a certain spread in the energy of 
the neutrons; and t h i s spread as well as the mean energy of the 
neutrons should be known. 
Below, tw discuss the methods oeployed In obtaining the 
•arious quantitiest 
1 . Energy of the leutrons:-
leutrons were obtained from the reaction 
H^ (d,n) He^ 
fTd know the waiergy of the emitted neutrons in t h i s 
reaction, we are required t o know the energy of the deutrons 
incident on the deterii»-gas-target« In actual practice, the 
deutrons hare to pass through a niekle f o i l •> 05 mil . thick -
before reaching the det«ritai gas-target; i^ieh was contained in 
3S 
a brass cylinder of 2.5 eras. In diameter and 1.8 o i s long. 
The thlekness of the walls of the brass cylinder vas 1/16 
Inch* It Is necessary to knov:-
(1) The energy of the deutrons Incident on the niekle f o i l , 
(2) The thidtoess of niekle fo i l^ i . e . the lo s s of energy 
of dentrons in niekle f o i l at the mean energy of 
incid^it deutrons on the niekle f o i l * 
(3) The thickness of the deter ins target , i . e . the lo s s 
of energy of deutrons in deterlun at the mean energy 
of incident deutrons on the deterium target . 
feiergy of the deutrons incident on the lfickle~Foili 
First of al ly the generating Toltmeter insta l led at the 
top of the Van de firaaff generator (iidiich was already caliteate( 
was used to determine the energies of the deutron beam roughlyj 
and so the sett ings for the current in the analysing magnet 
were approximately kno^ vm for various deutrtm energies. The 
exact calibration was done using the proton reactions; 
Li(P,y)^ at Ip s 440 Kev; F ^ ( p , 4 , y ) ^ at Ip - 876 Kev, and 
Al(P,y)^ at Up s 993 K«T. 
Metallic l ithitaa, Calcitm Florida (CaF2); and metall ic 
aluminium evaporated over :£ungsten backings were used as 
targets for the above reaction^- The proton beam was incident 
on these targets d irect ly i . e . niekle f o i l and deterium gas 
were not pres^it . In e a ^ case, the y ie ld of garaaa-rays was 
measured as a function of the sett ing of current in the magnet 
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e o i l iidiile the rough posi t ion of these sett ings was deteralned 
in adTanee hy the generating roltmeter. The magnet setting 
for the maxiscoi y i e ld of gamma-rays in each ease, corresponded 
t o the proton energy of the reaction as mentioned above• Tuo 
l&eig«p-Miiler eoimters, connected in coincide!ce and placed 
In front of the target with an aliiminitai radiator in between 
3 
thoDy served as gamma-rays detector. In actnal practice the 
coincidence counts betwe^ti these eotmters, vere assumed to give 
the nomber of gemma rays* 
The Al(Pf¥} reaction vas repeated for proton beam of mass 
two ( i »e . s ingly ionised hydrogen molecule) wlthont changing thf 
energy of the beam. The l a t t e r condition was ensured by the 
use of the generating voltmeter whoH^ e sett ing was exactly the 
same in the two eases . The magnet sett ing in t h i s case 
corresponded to the energy of 99S Kev of deutrons (because the 
mass and charge of deutron i s same as that of singly ionised 
hydrogffii molecule). Is. practice Magnet sett ing of 110 was 
got at t h i s energy of deutrons i . e . 993 Kev. This setting 
could be repeated within l e s s than one divis ion fcxr getting 
the AlCP^y) resonance; so that the energy measurement t&ould 
be good within 30 %Y, Mostly the generator \nsts operated at 
the magnet sett ing of IID, for the deutron beam. 
Thickness of llickle f o l l ; -
Kiokle f o i l s used in t h i s ej^erlment were grade *C* 
4 
type and pinhole free over osi area of 1 indli in diam«ter. 
They had a noKinal thickness of 0*06 m i l s . Li(P,¥) reaction 
vas used for t h e purpose of fifiding the thiekxiesses of a lc^ le 
f o i l and the deteriiim gas t a r g e t . The following measnresents 
were made for L i (P , r ) resonance p o s i t i o n . 
Magnet Se t t ing . Incident Proton energy. Type of Target . 
1 . 49,0 440 Ke-7 Li 
2 . 63.5 70S Kev l i f o i l • 1/6 Atm. of D2 • ] 
3 . 66.0 737 Kev Mi f o i l • 1/3 Atm. of Dg • ] 
4 . 66.6 770 Kev Hi f o i l • i Atm. of Dg • ] 
Extrapolat ing t h e above readings back t o zero d e t e r i m pressure 
gives t he proton energy as 670 Kev. So tha t the energy l o s s 
i n n ick le f o i l i s 670-440 Kev 5 230 Kev. for protons of mean 
energy of 670 • 440 . ggQ ^^^^ 
c 
I t was fotind from Allison*s and Warsaw's curves t ha t 
t he atomic stopping power of copper f o i l (tiflilcto i s very 
c lose t o n ickle) fear an energy of 650 Kev. of protons i s 
160 Kev/mg/cm^, The physical f o i l th ickness i s then 230 
160 
a 1.44 mg/cm^, (This fflBotmts t o a th ickness of ,064 mils 
idilch i s close t o 0,06 m i l s , the nominal t h i n n e s s of f o i l . 
For f inding t h e th ickness of Hickle f o i l for detttrons 
of incident energy of one mev; we made use of t he fact tha t 
the atomic stopping power for deiitrons of a given energy i s 
6 
t he same as t h a t fo r protons of one-hsdf t h a t energy, tj 
successive approximation^ the th ickness of n ick le f o i l was 
assumed t o be 260 Kev, for t he mean deiatron energy of 
1000-130 - 870 Kev. or for t h e mean proton energy of 436 Kev. 
From the ctirvaa of All ison ar^ Warsaw, the stopping poww" of 
2 
protons at 436 Kev i s 180 Kev/ag/an • Knowing that tha 
2 
physical thickness of the f o i l i s 1*44 Mg/ea , the thickness 
of f o i l i s 180 X 1,44 » 260 Kev. for detitrons of 1 Ifev, 
incident ^lergy. This daecks the original guess* 
Thickness of deterina target* 
For oTir experiment we used either half atmosphere exf 
deterivm or ahoixt cue atmosphere of deterioa* So we require 
t o measiire the thickness of deteriiM targets at these two 
pressures• 
From the above set of readings, we have Li (PyV) rescmanee 
at 770 KeT of incident proton energy with 770-440 ; 330 Kev 
l o s s in niekle f o i l and half-atmosphere of deterim* I t was 
fotmd that the thicdmess of niekle f o i l at t h i s incident 
proton energy i s 220 KeT, (Because t h i s gives a mean energy 
of protons of 770*110 s 660 Kev* At t h i s energy, the stopping 
power of copper i s 160 Ker/rag/cm and i s eqtial to 160 x 1#44 -
216 l ev >toich i s very near t o 220 Kev*) so the energy of the 
Aeixtrons incident on the detariuB i s 77O-220 z S60 Kev, This 
means a l o s s of 650<»440 « 110 Key in the deteritn for the 
protons of mean energy of 440 » 660 « 496 Kev, Assoming that 
the stopping power of Hydrogwi i s same as that of de ter im, 
7 et e l 
we get froEi the curves of Reynolds/N a stopping power of 
2 1196 Kev/mg/em, so that the thickness of the half atm, of 
OeteriUB Is IIP z 0*0920 mg/<»^. The gas target thickness 
1196 
4^ 
for a deutron beam of one Mev incident energy i s t o be 
determined. The energy of the deutron bea« incident on the 
ha l f atmosphere of gas i s 1000-260 5 740 KeT. Asstmlng tha t 
t h e th ickness tor ha l f a tmo^here of deterlraa i s 150 Kevj the 
mean energy of deiitrons incident on the half-atmosphere of 
deter i tm i s 740 - 1 ^ - 665 KeT, The equivalent proton 
2 
energy i s 332 Kev. The stopping power for protons at 332 KeT 
i s 1643 KeT/mg/cm so t h a t t he energy l o s s i s equal t o 
1643 X ,092 s 11^'ev - which dtieeks t he o r ig ina l guess. 
Similar ly the physical thicloaess of one atmosphere of 
Og gas may be found from tha t of hal f atmosphere gas; and then 
the energy loss I s found for deutrons of one MeT incident 
energy, with t h e same procedure as discussed abore. The 
t h i n n e s s of one atmosphere of deter i ta i gas was found t o be 
270 KeT for deutrons of one MeT of Incident en«rgy, 
^ommary. 
Incident energy of deutrons ••• 1,0 Mev, 
Thickness of nickle foil ••• 260 Kev, 
Thickness of i Atm. of gas-target ... ISO KeT, 
Thickness of 1 Atm, of gas target ,., 270 KeT, 
This glTes 1000 - (260 • 150) r 665 KeT as the mean 
deutron energy, in the half atmosphere case; and 
1000 - (260 • 270) - 605 KeT., as the mean deutron energy 
2 
in one atmosphere case. 
In most of the eases, the mean deutron energy was 605 KeT. 
^3 
Caleialfttion of Energy of getttrops In different directions > 
The energy of the neutrons in different directions frca 
7 
D-D reaction i s got froa the foraaola: 
(%)* s I (Mj^ M4%)* CosOi - |(M3MQ - I^HiEiSin^Oi • l i l ^ a ) ^ 
. (1) 
where 
Bj^  - Energy of the inccaing particle (dentron) 
E4 s Energy of the outgoing particle (neutron) 
% r Mass of the incosdng particle (deutron) 
M2 = Mass of the target (deutron) 
M3 = Mass of the residual nucleus (Ha^) 
H4 z Mass of the outgoing particle (neutron) 
M s M^ ^ • M2 r M3 • M4 
On s Angle between the directions of the emitted neutron 
and the incident deutron} i n the centre of mass systi 
Q s Q-value of the reaction of H^(d,n)He2, 
Q s 3.27 Mev was used in our ease. 
For converting the laboratory angle into the centre of 
mass angle, the following re lat ion was usedi-
— (2) 
ei - ©o • Sin'^ (Sin SQ) 
K 
A • 
where K « / ( M ^ . . QM _ . 
6. s ingle between the emitted neutron and the incident 
deutron in the lab systoi. 
fsroB eqtaatlons 1 and 2, the energies of neutrons In •arions 
direetlons mvf be obtained* 
Vlith one ataosphere of deter!um In the target chamber| the 
neurons In the forward direction had a aean energy of 3»66 
Mev, with a spread oS 390 Kav. 
2, KOi) 
"IToT 
The dlstribT3tlon of neutrons froa H2(d,n)He3 reaction has been 
measured by Hunter and Rldiards using an energy lnsenirf.tlTe 
counter. They have been able to express oapirlcally the 
dif ferent ia l cross section for esilsslon of neutrons In any 
given direction In the centre of mass systoa, as t -
r ( e ) « K (1 • ACtos^ e • B cos^e • c cos^e * . . . ) — (3) 
where Cr(e) is the differential cross section for the emission 
of neutrons In a dlrectltm 0, with respect to the 
forward direction. In the centre of mass systMi* 
and 1, A, B It C are energy-dependent constants* Curves have 
been given by Hunter and Rldiards for these quantities versus 
energy so that one may get (TCe) frcaa these curves In any 
given direction in the centre of mass system* To change 
<r(e) to the lab. system one may use the relationship, 
4r 
Thus (TC^) in any giv«n angl* 61 with respect t o the forward 
direction nay be obtained * Evidently, 
g"(ei) ^ I ( e i ) 
(r(o) 1(0) 
3 , En^gy sens i t iv i ty of the detector ( ^(Bn) 
The energy sens i t iv i ty ^ ( E Q ) of a detector, as defined 
ear l i er , was obtained as fo l lows:-
The energy of neutrons in different directions; and the 
angtalar distribution of nentrons, froa D-D sonrce (as nsed in 
t h i s experiffient) may be obtained as described in the preceding 
two paragraphs. One may then measnre the angular distribution 
of the neutrons from the above neutron source with the energy 
sens i t ive detector. Let I(€fi)M be tbe measured rat io of the 
-iTotr 
neutron intensi ty at an angle O i^ t o the measured netttron 
intens i ty in the forward direct ion measured at the same 
distance frott the source. And Let KOi) be the actual rat io 
as defined ear l i er . Then 
where £ (Sn) i s the energy eff ic iency of the detector for the 
neutrons of energy EQ, Miltted along the angle d^. It should 
be rem«ibered that the energy sens i t iv i ty in the forward 
direction i s assumed to be one. 
The following points are worth mentioning about certain 
A3IN - S N 0 a i n 3 N dO A9d3N3 
preeaietionst « te . oiqployed in th« Bttasurflaent of , ^ : K 
I ( 0 ) M 
(1) The detector was kept at the same distance fro i the scarce 
for a l l angles for which the neastirements vere Bade* 
<2) The detector was properly oriented, so that i t idvajs 
faced the sotirce and thus received the neutrons coming froa 
the front of the counter. In t h i s way the angular efficiency 
of the detector remained always the same, 
(3) The detector vas kept at the same leye l as the det^ron 
beaB« 
(4) The measurements vere pez^ormed fcr angles cm both sides 
of the forward direct ion, and averages were used* 
(5) The forward direct ion measurements were repeated frequently 
between the measuroaents for the other angles* 
(6) Ba^ground was measured for a l l angles and was properly 
subtracted. It amoimted to l e s s thmi one percent in eadi case, 
(7) There was a spread of cme t o two degrees in the angle 8^, 
i n each case due to the f i n i t e s izes of the detector and the 
source. 
Due t o the f i n i t e spread of the angle 6 i a n d also due t o 
the i^read in the deutron energy as mentioned before, there 
i s a certain aqpread of energy for the neutrons detected lay 
the detector at a given angle b^%n the above experiment. To 
apply the equation (4) for measuring 6 ( ^ ) t o^* should not 
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have any ^read In the energy of neutrons uhlle measuring 
t '^V' * Therefore, s t r i c t l y speaking, £ (EQ) obtained froa 
the above experiment i s not correct. Detailed analysis vas 
made of the effect of neutron energy spread on the evaluation 
of ^ ( E Q ) ; and i t was found that ^(Bn) got in the above 
eacperiment was not in error by more than a couple of percent 
for any energy. 
The reason for t h i s small error i s the fact that the cross 
section for the production of neutrons in D-D reaction i s 
approximately a l inear function of deutron energy - for any 
angle and similarly neutron energy for any angle i s also a 
l inear function of deutron energy. Therefore a spread of 
deutron energy did not have much effect on the value of ^ (Sn) 
vhich, in pract ice , vas measured at the mean deutron energy. 
The energy s ens i t i v i ty curves for SSi-Sulphide Lucite 
detector; and for Plas t ic s c in t i l l a t ing detector are giv«a 
in figure X. 
4 . A(e2) 
1(62) , as defined before i s the sens i t iv i ty of the 
detector in i t s normal posit ion for detecting neutrons e(»!ting 
from a direction vhich makes an angle 62 vi th beam-axis; i f 
the s ens i t i v i ty for detecting a neutron coming along the 
beam-axis i s taken t o be unity* 
A(62) was measured as f o l l o v s : -
0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 1 0 0 I 2 0 1 4 0 160 180 
(a) A n g u l a r s e n s i t i v i t y A ( 9 ) v e r s j s 0 
1.06 
1.04 -
1.02 
1 0 
—~i r 1 — 
~ 
/ ^ i 1 _ i _ 
1 1 1 1 r — 1 — T 
F(e^) 
• • L__J 1 1 L 
1 1 1 1 
( I I I 1 1 1 
0 20 4 0 60 80 100 120 140 ISO 180 
^ . ( d e g r e e s ) • 
(b) T h « a t t e n u a t i o n f a c t o r F ( 9 t ) v« r»u» 6^ 
F I G J X 
The detector was installed in a position to coxmt 
the direct netttron beam; hot it was mounted in sneh a way 
that it eonld be rotated roimd a vertical axis, passing 
through the centre of the crystal. The detector itself was 
in the horizontal plane passing through the axis of the beam* 
Vftien the crystal is facing the beam, as in the normal counting 
position in the actual experiment; the angle 62 for neutrons 
directly coming from the neutron source is zero, 'Bf 
rotating the crystal round the vertical <*'>^ e as described 
above, the crystal may be made to present different sides 
to the direct neutron beam and thus simulate the different 
values of ©2» 
In practice first of all the direct neutron beam was 
measured for S2 x 6, for a fixed number of monitor counts. 
Then 02 was dianged and again the direct beam was measured 
for the same number of monitor counts as before. This was 
repeated for angles from zero to about 140° degrees on both 
sides of the zero position. The measuraaent of direct beam 
for 62 = 0 was repeated frequoitly between the measurements for 
other angles. 
Evidently, 
4(0 N , number of direct neutrons counted for an^e 6g 
number of direct neutrons counted for 02 - ^ 
As i s clear from the curve, A(d2) does not differ by 
more than 20 percent frcm unity in the worst case, i . e . at 
about ©2 r 90* ,^ The ba^ground iitoich was only one pere«Jt in 
the vorst case was subtracted in eadi ease. 
The angular s ens i t i v i ty carve versns '©g i s showi in 
figure IX for p las t i c s c in t i l l a t ing detector. The ctjrve for 
zinc*siilphide-Incite detector i s very similar t o I t . 
5 . ieometrical Quantitiesi 
The various gecsEietrical quantities l i k e R, R;^ , ^2$ &f^ »<^ » 
61» &2 ^'^^ ®» &s defined in an ear l ier section and given in 
figure 1(a) and 1(h)9 were obtained as fo l lows:-
A - Qnantities R ,^ R|^  and Rg involve the measurCTioit of 
distances between the faces of the source and the detector; and 
the thicknesses of the detector, the source and the seatterer. 
All these measurements could be made correct within one 
millimeter. The relationships used for getting Rx and R2 
are j -
Rj^ ^ s C^ • (Ro - ^ )2 
Rg^ « I 4- C^ (See Figure 1) 
lAiere C i s the mean radius of the ring seatterer and jS i s 
the mean distance between the ring and detector along RQ. 
(b) Quantities a, b , and c were measured d i rec t l y . 
(c) For getting ©x, we used the re lat ion , 
t a n &i s V • ^ •• 
^ Ro - ^ 
and for ©29 ve used 
'tan 62 s 
Sh 
C 
The quantities I ( e i ) , ACOg), ^(Ej,), (RiR2)^. 61, 60 
1(0) Bi^  
and e were plotted versus the angles, energy, or the 
distance p , as the case may be, and the particular values 
used for ccmputation were got from these smooth cuirves. 
6- -nY-
The volume Y of a scatterer was got by actually 
measuring the inner diameter, the outer diameter and the 
thickness of the ring scatterer. So that 
V r 2 TT C X ab 
This was chewed by using the re lat ion 
T r J L 
%^ere M i s the mass of the scatterer, and ^ i s the density 
of the scatterer. 
The number of nuclfil per ce . (n) in the scatterer were 
obtained by using the relationship 
%toere ^ s density of the scatterer, 
HQ r Avogadros* niaber 
A r Atomic weight of the scatterer. 
J-J 
in ge t t ing R and A used in t h e above r e l a t i o n s h i p , the 
Imptir l t les , i f any, in the s e a t t e r e r , were t a k « i in to aecK>t3nt. 
The t o t a l cross sec t ion , CT, for d i f ferent elements was 
got by a simple trenamission experiment, A small cylinder 
1 inch in diameter and 2.6 ass i n length was used as a 
s c a t t e r e r . The d i r e c t neutron beam was measured with and 
without t h e s e a t t e r e r . So tha t 
T s Transmission 
r Direct neutron beam ^ t h t h e s ca t t e r e r i n 
Direct neutron beam with the s ca t t e r e r out 
And T s i^""^' 
ip&ere d i s the thicfajess of the s ca t t e r e r used in t h i s 
t ransmiss ion experiment. The background correct ions were 
made in the d i r e c t neutron beam measurements used in the 
above expression* Also sca t t e r ing in correct ions were made 
by ex t rapo la t ion , 
(f got t h i s way compared \fBll (within a few percent) 
with t he known v a l u e s . The values used in t h e expression 
for 0^(e) , were taken trcm t he known curves. 
8 - - S -
TliS geometrical se t -up , used for measuring S, t h e 
sca t t e r ing r a t i o as defined e a r l i e r , i s i^own in f igures 
1 and I I I . 
s^ 
As mentioned before, both elnc-sulphide Lucite button, 
and p l a s t i c sc int i l lat0l t^ ba l l s were used for detectors, in 
the fcarward direction in the case of Zirconium; i ^ i l e 
sine-sulphide l u c i t e button was always used as monitor. In 
only p l a s t i c sc int i l lat i i>t ba l l s were used for the forward 
direction detector. 
The following general procedure was followed in 
measuring S;-
As mentioned before, in both monitor and the forward 
direction detectors} the pulses from the photomultipliers 
were fed t o the cathode fol lowers, ^ i c h were followed by 
the Linear amplifiers* The pulses from the amplifiers were 
fed t o the discriminators whose bias could be varied. In 
t h i s way pulses above any desired bias could be accepted 
and counted by scalars* The *biases* mentioned in the 
subsequent paragraphs refer t o the biases of these 
discriminators* 
(1) Choice of the Monitor Detector* 
The important requirement for the monitor detector i s 
that i t should only count neutrons ^icdi originate from the 
neutron-source and should not count any radiation that arises 
from any other part of the generator* The radiations arising 
from the body of the generator are mainly the gaoma rays of 
about 3 Mev energy; and neutrons of about one Hev energy* The^ S-
radiations are the result of C (d,p) reactions; and C (d,n) 
i ' 5 
react ion! . The carbon i s present in the Tacutaa syst€« of the 
generator due to the o i l vapours frcaa the vaeutai praips. 
Both p las t i c scinti l latxyy r a i l s detector and the zinc 
sulphide Lucite detector were t r i ed for monitor* B^pirieally 
i t was found that the r a t i o of the direct neutron ^(aeastged 
by a zny-sulphide Lucite detect or ^  or a p las t i c l>alls 
detectors at proper biases) to monitor counts for the 
same time was more constant in the case of zn-sulphide Lacite 
as monitor than in the case of Plas t ic bal ls as monitor. 
Probably, the reason for t h i s difference in the two 
cases i s the fact that in the case of p las t ic bal ls detector 
as a monitor, the required b ias , above which the pulses from 
the monitor could be accepted to count neutrons (of about 
2,7 Mev, energy) at r ight angles to the deutron beam axis, 
i s low enough to count gamma rays (of 3.09 Mev, energy) 
from C (d,p) reaction. But in the case of Zn-sulphide lAicite 
as monitor, the gamma rays are not counted even at a low 
b i a s . The bias curves for the t\«o detectors wil l be discussed 
12 l a t e r . One Mev neutrons from C (d,n) reaction probably are 
counted with quite a low efficiency by both the detectors. 
The bias used in the case of zinc-sulphide Lucite monitor 
was chosen so as to get a counting ra te of 600 per second, 
vtiexi the detector was 28,5 OBS, away from the t a rge t . As 
will be seen l a t e r in the discussion of the zinc*-sulphide 
Lucite detector, the bias selected in t h i s case i s not very 
c r i t i c a l . I t ^ould only be not so low as t o be near the 
5^4 
noise l eve l of the a a p l i f l e r , 
(2) The Choice of t he Bias fo r t h e Forvard Direct ion CoTaater* 
I t i s very larportant tha t the forward d i r e c t i o n netttron 
de tec tor shoiild not count any ganma r ays ; and a l so i t should 
d iscr iminate s t rongly against the low energy netitrons* Both 
types of de t ec to r s were t e s t e d for t he ahove nentioned 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
Zn-&ilphide laieite Detect<ar. 
The gaaama ray de tec t ion p rope r t i e s of t h i s detector 
have been inves t iga ted by HornyaK. These Inves t iga t ions show 
t h a t t h i s de tec tor has got a very low eff iciency for 
de tec t ion of gamma r a y s ; and t h e ptilse height due t o gamma 
rays i s so small compared t o tha t of netttron ptilse of t he 
same energy; t h a t they can ea s i l y be biased off, tftien a 
100 m i l i e n r i e Ba-Be capsule was placed near t h i s de tec to r , 
t h a t we used, t he counting r a t e was only a few per second 
when the b ias was a l i t t l e above t h e a a p l i f l e r noise l e v e l . 
From these considerat ions i t i s safe t o assume tha t for a l l 
p r a c t i c a l purposes, t he Zinc Sulphide Lucite de tec tor was 
not counting any gamma r a y s . 
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As the inves t iga t ions by Hori^aK and others have shown, 
t h i s de tec tor i s not good for d iscr iminat ing low energy 
neut rons . This i s evident from the neutron eff ic iency 
curve, shown in Figure ^JS This curve was obtained in t he 
same way, as described e a r l i e r for ge t t ing (:(Sn)> for t he 
bias Vhleh was used In the exp^lnent* 
Also the scattering r a t io for a fixed posdtloB of the 
ring was measured as a ftmction of bias; and i t was found 
to be the same at a l l biases . This confirms the investigation 
by Homyak that the different ia l pulse h e i ^ t spectrtm for 
neutrons of a given energy in t h i s crystal i s nearly 
exponential - t a i l ing off at hlgtier pulse heights . The 
neutrons of different energy have different efficiencies of 
detection; but the end points of different ial pulse height 
spectrum i s nearly the same for neutrons of differraat «an«rgy. 
This implies that at any bias , there will be contributions 
from neUi^rons of a l l energies, and the proportion of the 
contributions from neutrons of different energies does not 
change at different biases within a large range. 
From the energy sens i t iv i ty curve (Fig. SS^it may be 
seen that a fa i r proportion of neutrons of energy lower than 
the ful l energy (3,7 Mev,) will be counted if the Zlne-
Sulphide Lucite detector i s used. So that there will be a 
contribution from the Inelas t ical ly scattered neutrons in 
t h i s case. 
Despite the above-mentioned disadvantages in using t h i s 
detector, i t was used as a check over the p las t i c bal ls 
detector, iiftiich i s good for discriminating low energy 
neutrons, but may be amply sensitive to gamma rays unless 
only the pulses above a certain height are accepted as i s 
discussed below:-
P l a s t i c Ba l l s Deteetor« 
Essen t i a l ly t he detector consis ted of eight b a l l s of 
Plast lf lTior, each of 0 ,1 Inch in diameter. The b a l l s were 
surrotinded by a t ransparent l i qu id Kel-F which contains 
carbon, chlor ine and Flour ine . This assembly was d i r e c t l y 
moiinted on the face of the photomul t ip l ie r . This detector 
11 
i s e s s e n t i a l l y t he same as used by Walt and Beyster. 
l a s e n t i a l l y the de tec tor works as fo l lows: -
The s i ze of the b a l l s i s dtiosen small enotigh so t h a t 
t he e lec t rons produced by the gamma rays of the expected 
f 12 13 
energy,^Tlz. i n our case (from C (d,p)C reac t ion or fro» 
the exci ted l e v e l s of the s c a t t e r e r when bombarded tif 
neutrons) have longer range in the p l a s t i c b a l l than the 
s i ze of t h e b a l l i t s e l f . In t h i s way the e lec t rons wi l l 
spend only a f r ac t ion of t h e i r energy in the b a l l s , ^ I c h wi l l 
appear as a p u l s e . The l iqu id Kel-F, >*iich i s comparatively 
qui te d« i se , serves t o stop the e lec t rons to go from one 
ba l l t o t he other b a l l s . On the other hand the maxlmtai range 
of r e c o i l protons due t o nexitrons i s very small , and the 
b a l l s may be made l a rge r than the expected range of these 
r e c o i l p ro tons , so t h a t they may stop in t he b a l l s awi 
de l ive r f u l l energy t o appear as a pt i lse . In t h i s way one 
may be able t o get much bigger pulses for neutrons than for 
ganana rays of the same energy. If pulses are accepted only 
above the pulse height corresponding to the energy spent by 
t he e lec t rons In the b a l l s , one may be able t o discr iminate 
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against the gaama r a j s . 
The dif ferent ia l ptUse height spectnm from t h i s deteetort 
due to neutrons of a given energy i s nearly f la t t i l l near 
the «id pointy where i t drops to zero exponentially. The 
end point for neutrons of higher energy corresponds to a higger 
pulse height than that for neutrons of lower energy. Therefore, 
i f one accepts pulses, irdiose height i s very near the end point 
of e las t ica l ly scattered neutrons (about 3.7 Mev, In our ease), 
one can discriminate against the ine las t ica l ly scattered 
neutrons. 
The curves s&ovn in f igure"^ shov the discrimination 
properties of the p las t i c hal ls detector used in our 
experiment. These curves vrere got in. the same way as 
described in getting €(2^) , Ccxaparing these curves with 
that for Zn-sulphide luc i te detector i t may be seen that 
t h i s detector i s much better for i t s discrimination against 
low energy neutrons. 
In the curves^ shown in figure "ST,is given the scattering 
r a t i o S, for Zirconium at 0s90 , versus the bias of the 
discriminator. The curve marked S^ gives the measured 
value of the scattering r a t i o , and the curve marked - i ^ 
gives the scattering r a t i o after applying corrections to 
the measured curve for the detection efficiency at 
different biases . I t may be seen that at bias46 vo l t s , there 
i s a dip in the curve for measured values of scattering 
r a t i o , and for higher biases , the value of scattering ra t io 
goes down. But after making the energy efficiency correction. 
S's 
t h e sca t t e r ing r a t i o remains ccaastant for b iases higher than 
45 v o l t s , as i s seoi i n t h e curve marked S • 
The fac t tha t t h e measured values of S go down at 
higher b i a s e s , due to the energy eff iciency correc t ion was 
ve r i f i ed by another method. The energy of the d i r ec t 
neutron beam was lowered by changing t h e energy of t h e 
deutron beam, so t ha t d i rec t neutron beam now had the same 
energy as tha t of the sca t te red neutrons for Zirconinm at 
0 s 90 , This beam with a lower energy was then measured 
as a funct ion of b i a s , for t he same ntaiber of monitor counts 
as for d i r e c t beam with normal energy (3,7 Mev.). As t he 
energy change was comparatively small (about 0 ,2 Mev.), 
t he monitor (Zn-sulphlde Lutdte de tec tor ) ef f ic iency did 
not change t o any appreciable amount. I t was found t h a t 
the b ias curve of the r a t i o of t he Direct neutron beam at t h i s 
reduced energy t o t h e d i r ec t neutron counts at t he normal 
energy followed very near ly the same pa t te rn as the 
sca t te r ing r a t i o curve mentioned above. I t may eas i ly be 
seen tha t the l a t t e r case simulates the f i r s t one. 
The curve for d i r e c t neutron counts I Q i s a l so diown 
i n f igure -X . I t i s very near ly a s t ra igh t l i n e and h«ice 
i t shovrs tha t the pulse height spectrum follows t h e pa t te rn 
as described above. 
The sca t t e r ing r a t i o curve i n f igure %^ may be 
in te rp re ted as fo l lows : -
The f l a t por t ion of the sca t t e r ing r a t i o curve near 
rf 
the end of the direct beam cxirre (Mj))) shows that in this region 
the scattering ratio is independent of the bias, this will be 
the case if the scattered beam (HS*^BH *^^ ^ ^® direct beas 
(SD-Ifg) had the same shape in this region. This implies that 
the scattered beam which is cotmted in this region of pulse 
heights, has the same energy as that of the direct beam; or 
that the scattering ratio measured in this region (for biases 
above 45 volts in this ease) corresponds to the neutrons lAiidi 
are elastiesLLly scattered. 
The bias at ^ich the break occurs in the scattering ratio 
curve, gives quite an interesting information about the 
behaviour of this detector. This bias (45 volts) correspcands 
to a neutron energy of may be easily evaluate from 
the «id point of the direct beam curve lAiich corresponds to 
3.66 Mev, As the efficiency of detection for neutrons of this 
energy faii'rl^  is low, as can be seen from the energy efficiency 
curves, there should not be much contribution to the scattering 
ratio from inelastically scattered neutrons of this energy. 
But the following arguments show that this bias may correspond 
to the maximum energy that the electrons onitted by gamma ray 
can spend in a ball of plastifluor. Experimentally it was 
found that the bias of 45 volts corresponds to gasma rays of 
about one Mev., whose eompton electrons in these balls will 
have the maximta enerKp-©f-#^0-^lCev. Mow it was calculated 
that this is roughly the energy that an electron spends in a 
plastifluor ball of O.l" diameter. This was further *«mfirmed 
frc» the fact that \*i«i this scattering ratio curve was 
repeated for Molybdnum, jBop)rKk,K«CNS>(|fdfi)e scatterer ^ the kink 
«o 
oeetn-ed at ttm ssmm bias «s tor Zlrccnliai. This sliovs that 
this klBk Is eonneeted vltfe th© detector and not with tha 
seatter«r* It mmy^ therefor e, be eoneluaed that i f one tta^a 
a bias above th i s kinky erne does net ecmnt gaaesia rays or 
Inelastlcally scattered netitrons* 
C3) ^asiire»«^ of Scattering r^tii^ S^  
Aft#r establiflliing the biaiMs as discussed al^yye, the 
scattering ratio S eoisld be i^asca*ed« The pro^dure described 
belov for seasiiring S was always folXoved iih«iever angr 
ffieasi3reB«it of the scattering ratio was perforaied* 
Befendng to figures X and Illy the fol loving «eafl»r«B«it8 
%iere perform^ in the order given belovt-
(a) Tie nimber of counts in the forward dlreetiOA 
counter for 102400 counts in the sonitc^y ^ e n the 
attfoiuator and the detect(»r were not in placet, fhese 
counts are etiual to MQ» 
(b) The niBibesr of counts in the forward direeticii 
counter for the same nimhwat of counts as befere, yihrnx 
the attenuator was installed in place* It %flis 
eheeki^ in this case that the atteamator ihields 
the crystal completely | taid that at no posit ion of 
the seattererf i t itiould cose in the way of the 
direct bean hitting the scatterer. 
These eotmts are eqiual to Bjn, 
^1 
(e) The xmmber of eoticts in the forvaz^ direction counter 
for the i s sane nomber of monitor eonnts as before, 
vhen the seatterer was also placed in posit ion in 
addition to the attenuator. Preeantion was taken 
that the ring i s syimBetrical roiuid the beam axis 
amd that i t i^ould be u p r i ^ t . In each positicm of 
the r ing , the distance between one face of the ring 
and the face of the crystal was measured carefTzlly; 
treatise the eraluations ofO depends on t h i s measttreaent 
of distance. 
These eomxts are equal to Mg. 
Eadti of these above measurements was repeated for four 
or f i v e times in one run; and four or f i r e runs were taken 
for each seatterer. Averages of the scattering rat ios got 
in each run were used as f ina l S« 
As described before 
^S • *B Z s 
For one posi t ion of the seatterer, the above*mentloned 
three readings were generally taken consecutively in the 
order shown above, especial ly the counts with the seatterer 
i n , and with only attenuator in v^re always taken one aft«r 
another• 
For hanging 6, the posi t ion of the seatterer with 
respect t o the detector was varied. The above measurements 
i^ 
were repeated for d i f fe ren t r ing pos i t ions a t I n t e rva l s of 
2 «ns» In t he se measwements the pos i t i on of the detector 
and the a t tenuator remained f ixed - only t he pos i t ion of 
the s c a t t e r e r was changed. Two s izes of s c a t t e r e r s were 
nsed. For angles 0 fro» about 48** t o 142°, the s ca t t e r e r 
had a sean rad ius of 3.5 Inch and for angles 0 frost 18° t o 
60°, the s ca t t e r e r had a mean rad ius of 2.6 Inch, The other 
var ious d i s tances and dimensions used In the various cases 
are given in the char t s depic t ing d a t a . 
The order of the counting r a t e s encountered in these 
measurements may he indicated by a t yp i ca l set of readings 
in t h e case of Zirconium for % ~ 90° , All t hese readings 
are for 102400 monitor counts . 
P l a s t i c b a l l s Detec tor . 
% *B *S * S ^ ^S-^B S Time 
6600 42 169 6548 127 .0196 200 sees . 
Zn-Sulphide Jtoclte Detector . 
% "^ B % J^D'^ *S"^B S ti^% 
21000 360 906 20640 646 .0263 260 sees . 
I t i s evident t ha t t he Zinc Sulphide de tec tor i s more 
s e n s i t i v e . An average of 20 t o 26 readings of the above 
type yielded the f i n a l S. 
£4) Yarlous precuat lons and T e s t s . 
(1) The constancy of the d i r ec t neutron beam for a given 
b^ 
number of monitor counts was qui te often checked in the course 
of the exper iaent . I t was found t h a t t h i s constancy depended 
on: 
(a) The s t a b i l i t y of the deutron beaffl. 
(b) The centr ing of the deutron beam* 
(c) The s t a b i l i t y of the c i r c u i t r y . 
To have a s tab le •d i rec t neutron beam t o monitor* r a t i o the 
above t h r e e f ac to r s were always kept in view. 
The measurements for sca t t e r ing r a t i o were performed 
only ^ e n the deutron beasi was reasonably s t a b l e . The 
centr ing of t he beam was very often checked. The s t a b i l i t y 
of the c i r c u i t r y , whenever suspected was t e s t ed by a r ad io -
-ac t ive source. 
The following diecks were made with p l a s t i c b a l l s 
de t ec to r , 
(2) The effect of t he i n t e n s i t y of the deutron beam 
cur ren t , on t he various measurements was <diedced. I t was 
found t h a t t he r a t i o of d i r ec t neutron beam t o t h e monitca* 
counts , and the sca t t e r ing r a t i o were Independent of the 
deutron cu r r«a t , when i t var ied by a fac tor of two, 
(3) The effect of the dis tance of t h e monitor from 
t h e neutrcms source; on the sca t t e r ing measur^aents was 
i nves t iga t ed . No effect was found. 
(4) I t was suspected t h a t because of carbon tha t 
^ ^ 
c o l l e c t s on the f o i l \^©re the deutron beam h i t s , the netitron 
source may be f i t t i n g gasma rays or low energy neutrons 
12^ 12 
from C (d,p)y or C (d,n) react ions . To c^eek i t ; the 
target was evacuated of Dg, and after flushing i t with 
hydrogen for quite a few times, i t was f i l l e d with hydrogen. 
lAien t h i s target i s h i t with deutrons, i t should only give 
radiations from the above reactions, i f a l l the deterium 
has been flushed out of the target . The counts got in t h i s 
case vn»re only l e s s than 2 percent of the counts obtained 
with Dg in the target , with the same integrator counts. 
(6) A fre:^ tungsten target was placed in front of 
the deutron beam; so that no radiation were expected to 
originate frcaa the posit ion of the source. The counts got 
in t h i s case were l e s s than 0.6 percent of the counts with 
D2 in the target for the same number of integrator counts. 
The above two cheeks showed that there i s no appreciable 
contribution of radiation from the carbon collected either 
on the target or inside the tube %*iich carries the deutron 
beam. 
(6) It was noticed that the ra t io of the direct neutron 
beam to the monitor counts always changed i f the deteritm 
gas in the target v&s allowed to stay overnight. Bat after 
f i l l i n g i t with fresh deterium, the previous days» rat io 
could be restored. 
(7) The effect of the value of the high voltage applied 
6S-
t o the photomoltipliers was Investigated far s t ab i l i ty of 
cotaiting r a t e s , e t c . Finally the high voltage applied to 
the forward direction photomultiplier was 700 vo l t s ; and 
the high voltage on the monitor counter was 560 vo l t s . The 
resistance chain system used in the present case (Sec Figure 
T i l ) , helped a great deal in s tabi l is ing the measurements, 
(8) I t was found that the change of deteriua pressure 
in the target had a measurable effect on the scattering 
r a t i o , fhe scattering r a t io was measured for a couple cxf 
angles, f i r s t with half an atmosphere of deteriiaa in the 
target instead of one atmosphere \ifcich i s normally used* 
The s e t t l i ^ for the analysing magnet curr«at was kept the 
ssaae as in the normal experiment, v i z . 110, Then the 
measurements were repeated with one atmosphere in the target , 
but with magnet setting of 113, This arrangement gives the 
same mean neutron energy as in the above case. I t was found 
that the scattering r a t io s were same in the second set up as 
in the f i r s t one. And in both cases they were different 
from the normal ease. 
(9) Inverse Square Test . The direct beam neutrons 
intensi ty was measured at different distances along the 
deutron beam axis to see if there i s any effect of the 
counting r a t e on the detection efficiency, e t c . of the 
detector. The measurements were performed over a range of 
distances, from 20 cms. to 160 ems, frcm the source. The 
counting ra te in t h i s range of distances changed over a 
factor of one hundred. I t was found, as a resul t of these 
i^ 
aeasiirements, t h a t there was a discrepancy in the observance 
of inverse square l a v by about 6 percent for the extreme 
cases of counting r a t e giving a lower number for counts 
X (Distance) for l a rge r d i s tances than for lower d i s t ances . 
(10) Test for Geometrical Fac tors . To t e s t the v a l i d i t y 
of t h e geometrical f a c t o r s ©oployed in t he expression for 
^ ( 0 ) (equation 8, Section I I ) , the sca t t e r ing r a t i o 
meausrements were repeated in the case of Zirconium at 
HQ - 60 ems, besides t h e normal measurements which were 
performed at Rg 5 45 cms. These measurements were repeated 
for a few sca t t e r ing angles , viyi^fs' , and^o>a*^'^^. i t was 
found t h a t t he d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sec t ions obtained from these 
measurements in the two geometries (BQ X 45 cms and RQ « 60 cms) 
d i f fe red from each other by about 6 or 7 percent - the values 
of 0~(©) got frcHB 60 cm geometry measurements being higher 
than those tT<m 45 cm geo&etry. fiK<;B<;<ttti«MgM»ty7BaOftk^ 
(6) j;?lseusslon of the background. 
R^<mberlng t h a t S, the sca t te r ing r a t i o i s defined as 
"D "B 
i t i s self evident t ha t t he above expression gives the 
s ca t t e r ing r a t i o co r rec t ly only i f while measuring I g , Hg 
has regained t h e same. Or, i n other words by introducing the 
s e a t t e r e r , the background counts HB should not be af fec ted. 
u 
The following t e s t s and measurements were performed t o t e s t 
the v a l i d i t y of t he above-m«itioned assumption. 
(1) The baetcgroroid measurements (%) vrere performed 
at d i f fe ren t pos i t ions of the a t temiator and I t was 
found t h a t the background counts were higher \Aien the 
a t tenuator was nearer the ^aJ^xXsi- , This may be 
explained by the sca t t e r ing in from t h e att^^^uator, 
(2) The r a t i o « ~ g - i n t he case of Zn-Sulphide detector 
was I.SJS, while in the case of p l a s t i f l u o r b a l l s , t h i s 
r a t i o was 0,045^, when i ron a t tenuator v;as used at 
t h e p o s i t i o n normally used in t he experiment, 
(3) The background was only doubled ^ e n t h e d is tance 
of the de tec to r from the source increased tttM. 20 em 
t o 160 cm. This fact suggests t h a t enough of the 
background must be «>ming froB the wa l l s , f l o o r , e t c . 
(4) The following experiments showed tha t the niaiber 
of neutrons sca t te red by the a t tenuator on t o the 
r ing were not more than one or two percent of the 
d i r e c t beam counts : - The detector was placed at the 
p o s i t i o n , normally occupied by the rim of the r i n g , 
and an a t tenua tor was placed in such a way t h a t the 
de tec tor could not see the d i r ec t beam. So tha t the 
counts o b t a i n ^ in t h i s v«o^  %rith the detector gave 
t he 'background* in t he new p o s i t i o n . These 
background counts were measured f i r s t without m y 
6^ 
attenuator in the ^normal* position of the eiperiBenty 
and then, with an at te iuator in the 'normal' p o r t i o n . 
The difference gave the counts scattered by the 
'normal attenuator* an t o the position of the r ing. 
This did not amount to more than X% of the direct 
neutron beam counts. 
Again the angular dis t r ibut ion of the neutrons 
from the source was measured; with and without the 
attenuator in i t s normal plaee. This gave an 
indication that the neutron scattered by the at tmuator 
may be less than ^ . 
I t may, therefore, be concluded that the number 
of neutrons scattered by the attenuator on to the ring 
i s not more than one or two percent of the direct 
neutrons fal l ing cm the scat terer , 
(6) The contribution to the 'background' may be divided 
into two pairtsj-
(a) Transmission through the attenuator, 
(b) The general background to the scattering from 
the walls and floor, e t c , and scattering trtm. a i r . 
The portion of the background that i s due to the 
transmission through the attenuator will not be 
affected by the presence of the r ing , because the 
neutrons tran£a&itted throxigh the attenuator will 
^1 
j u s t pass th rou^i I t . On the other hand, t h e baek-
-grotand from the wal ls and alp May be affecsted by the 
r i n g In two waysi- (a) I t may be sca t te red In by the 
r i ng i o tha t t he »backgroT2nd* Increases idi«i the 
r ing i s ptit i n . (b) Some por t ion of t he backgronnd 
neutrons i*iich were previously heading towards the 
de tec tor may now be attenuat^^ct by t he s e a t t e r e r . 
If we assume t h a t t he background i s i s o t r o p i c , the l a s t 
two cont r ibut ions cancel each other within l e s s than 2jf; and, 
the re fore , t he r e should not be any appreciable effect of t h e 
sea t t e r e r on t he backgrotmd. To support the above estiffiate, 
the following t e s t s were car r ied o u t : -
(1) fo t e s t whether any appreciable amount of t h e 
baekgroimd counts i s due t o the sca t t e r ing of t he neiatrons 
by a i r ; a space 2D0 cubic fee t around the neutron source, 
the s ea t t e r e r and de tec tor was closed in by a Pl io-f i lm bag, 
and a i r was replaced by heliVm, The t e s t showed no 
difference' in e i t he r t he background counts or t he sca t t e r ing 
r a t i o . This sSciovs t h a t t h e r e i s no appreciable coE^ribution 
from a i r and hence i t should be due to s ca t t e r ing from t h e 
w a l l s . 
(a) The sca t t e r ing r a t i o was measured for Zirconium for 
one angle in such a way t h a t at t he time of backgrotoid 
measurement (SB^t fflaoti^^r Zirconiisa r ing was placed in the 
neighbouitioc4 of the d e t e c t o r . The ext ra r i ng was i n s t a l l e d 
in front of t he de tec tor in such a way tha t the neutrons from 
? • 
the sotirc« eotad f a l l on both the rings d i rec t ly ; and the 
scattered neutrons from the extra ring could faJLl on the 
detector direct (without being obstructed by the real 
sca t te re r ) . The real scatterer vas nearer to the detector 
than the extra r ing, so that the scattered neutrons frcm the 
extra ring could contribute appreciably t o the background at 
the place of the sca t terer . In actual practice the baekgrciasd 
was increased a r t i f i c ^ l y four timef. The scattering ra t io 
obtained in t h i s vs^ did not differ from the normal value by 
more than a fev percent within s t a t i s t i c s . Estimates of the 
extra aoQount of neutrons fal l ing on the real scatterer and 
i t s effect on the scattering ra t io showed that the effect 
should be not more than one percent. This showed that the 
method of making the estimate of the effect of the baekgrotmd 
was correct . 
(3) The above t e s t was repeated with the modification 
that the extra ring was not of Zirconium but of Silicon and 
also i t was placed in such a way that the scattered neutrons 
from t h i s r ing ^ 1 1 have to pasis through the 'actual* 
scat terer , before reaching the detector. The scattering 
r a t i o measured with t h i s set-up was lower than normal as 
expected because the actual scatterer will attenuate some 
of the neutrons coming frcaa the sand scat terer . The dhange 
in the scattering r a t i o (about 15JC), agreed with the 
estimate. 
7/ 
The above three tests support the methcxl of estimating 
the backgroTmd affect on the scattering ratio. And, it may, 
therefore, be concluded that the background does not have 
any appreciable effect on the scattering ratio. 
9. V3 
WrmB. •qmtleii (2) cad (4}t ia 6«etlGix l\r, «# g«t 
'V, 
F ^ tb« neftoiag of VoriouB •jpabeis •«• fls«*« ix 
fUt Y«l««i of eorrootioiio for iralti^lo seattorii;^ in ow ipoesttry 
ti^ 2irc«Qlaa bftvo teon eal6^«tod lagr fiUmto caplo ilothod ia 
Sfttral Hoooareb lAJ&oro^ ory Waflhir^on under the ^uliaooo of Dr* 
fiolMHCt Jaotroi* 
If P (d) i t tlio FroteMlity of oioi^o sea^torlag, and P <e)| tho 
PreteteiUty of oini^o and doobXo seatteriAg in tho diroetl^i of 
angle &| t ^ a the ratieo of p (e) f^ different anglee w«re obtainot 
t^ filiate Carlo Method* 
<rca) 
sow P <») s -J^J^.e)^-
and P (e) = 
•^ ^ J ^ t e ) ^ - ^ 
wh«»e 's-c<9> and cr<:<9^ « differeatiai eroaa seetiim^omrrMpQaiiic 
to P («) andP(e)>5ot»L^ " '^^ ^ ' T ^ ''^ ^ ^^^TZ^ ' 
The Value of f cf<:©>c^ -^  /ro-<:^>^-^ «• presided ^ lV.fi 
JaatroW |.e 0»7Q3&*f for otar oaM in Zireoniaa* 
7i 
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^ ^ fipoa Umtm C«rXe ealjeiOAUoiis 
QOtretpm3&^ to (^ + fi ii^) ef •qaftUoa r*^  
tf« also tried to g«t &a caq^arimentftl MtJUnte of th« iimltipl* 
eeatt^rlog e«:7«eti67) for Zli*e^sl«B toy aoas^orlog^for t»o 
4iff«rent thlckiMSS of ZireoaisB ring. Zti« eorroeto^ valoos of c^ e:^ :) 
were obtained l3^  extrapoletioii method as d«icrlbea ^ Vihit^eftd aal 
idtioirdon* 
ItM em^m i a Pigare XXI , XZII ^ XXV «nd^ XU are «0«n^eei 
for »alt lple eeatt^rii^ 
iMk figveeXQI eiidXD? ere alee shown the eerreetet 
eurvee (rf" Zlreoaitiii* ISieee Cert eetieiae were applied ftron Monte* 
Carlo ealevaatioiis 
The stat is t iea i^qployed in tising these eorrections la poor 
only 100 jMtttron; histcriee were traced out for ec«h angle* 
Further woric i s s t i l l going <Na to iiq^ove the statist iea* 
the values of oxultplA scattering got by a)ctri^ »tiLaU>en method, 
are of the same order as got \9 Monte Carlo nethodf Imt diM to 
aaiperioentaX aaeertaintiest tN^ have not heen used* 
Angular diatritati^H and total cress sectloos of 
ZireoniuMy and ii01yiidn»s are very a«arly the aaoe* the Mul-y^^ 
scattering carreetien far ZiraenaM havcf th«c*eferef keen applied in 
the eaae of Hoajrhdnaoi also* the corrected carves for Holyhdnaa la 
i^ewn in figere«.^^« 
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10. - f l -
i t may be seen (see equation 7 , Section I I ) , t ha t the 
quant i ty f^, involves the second de r iva t ives of (r(e) and 
A.(02). The second de r iva t ives used in actual p r ac t i c e were 
stjch t h a t fo r values of ^ « Cos 0© correspoiuiing t o t h e 
maxima ar>d minima of 0^(6) and A(e), where the f i r s t 
der ivat ive vanish, t h e subs t i t u t ion of these second der iva t ives 
in equation 6(a) and 6(c) gave best f i t t o t h e experlmaib«l 
curves of (5^(6) and A(eg), aroimd those ang les . The maximtai 
values of fx were obtained fop t h e angles , where t he curves for 
(r^(©), shov minima, i . e . at about Cos © - 0.6 and - 0 , 5 for 
Zirconium and so on. The ac tua l values of f^  are given on t h e 
dat a sJieet • 
1 1 . P. 
The value of i n t eg ra l 
CTna 
-Crn( r i • T2) 
® dV 
T 
for ZirconiUB vas evaluated as ^owu in t he appendix. I t 
"^ ISjted t)iat 01 i s assamed t o be aero i n these 
. ^ because i t v a r i e s from 5^ t o 15° and i s small 
. ^ ^e taken t o be ze ro . Figure %l i l l u s t r a t e s 
c ^ for whitdi t he In tegra l i s ca lcu la ted . 
i 6 ^ J^ j^ 
if 
Flgar* ^ ^ i gives the^curves for F calculated, for Zlr^onltam. 
This In t eg ra l was also ca lcula ted nxaterically tj drawing, 
16 paths through the s ca t t e r e r for one value of d-. The 
values of F, obtained in t h i s way did not d i f fer from the 
calcula ted values of F ^ w//fc the method shovai i n the 
appendix; by more than 20%, As the t o t a l correct ion i s of 
t he order of 5^ , t o t h e values c£ OgC^)* the e r ro r involved 
in ca lcu la t ing by the numerical method i s not more than 
1% of Cr^(6), In t he numerical method of ca lcu la t ion ©i was 
takoa in to account. For Molybdniffli t he value of F was calcu-
- l a t e d by numerical method. 
The accompanying da ta - shee t s give the var ious 
experimental q u a n t i t i e s used i n obtaining 0^(8) , for 
Zirconiumy^Molybdnum. As mentioned e a r l i e r , Zireonitasi 
was inves t iga ted using Zinc-SulphJ^e Lucite detector as 
well as P l a s t i c s c i n t i l l a t i o n de t ec to r , Molybdnua was 
inves t iga ted "only using P l a s t i c S c i n t i l l a t i o n d e t e c t o r s . 
Figures , g ] ] , ;X777 » XZIK and 'iJl contain t he 
experimental curves got from the above d a t a . The 
discuss ion of these curves i s giv«a in Section YI. 
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Appendix I. 
Byalttatlon of F(ei,e2) 
F(ei,e2) i I J i^°<^ • '2) dT 
Now dV s dx dy 1, and 
V « a. b. 1, 
li^ere 1 = mean eireumferanee of the ring 
/ . F(ei,e2) z T^( fg" (^n * rg) 
ab / ' dxdy 
X J 
©1 in the experiment varied only fron 9 degrees t o 16 degrees, 
and so in the ahoye integration 6^ may he taik^i to zero 
without introducing any appreciable error. 
It i s convenient t o integrate the above integral 
in four s teps . 
(a) Vtoen tan ^ <^  b/a 
(b) WbiKi b / a ,^ t a n ©2 < ^ ^ 
(c) When-Qo^tan 82 ^ - b / a 
(d) VftifflB -b/a ^ tan ©2 '^^ 
tan ©2 ^ b/a 
Case a. Refer to figuy€ ^ A 
Let the origin of the co-ordinates be the left-hand 
1$ 
^ 
ab e X F 
.8 -(Tna 
II - ^Tna (Tna 
C^so B, 
- a f s i n e g j f j l l ^ 
(Tna (1-Sec ©2) 
Refer to f i g u r e ' S - B 
l>/a><C tan ©g >$ Cb • 
[• 
f n a ( l - S e c e 2 ) 
(Tna =^1 
i^=TJJ«*^"''*''" '^''°''^ *T 
«M 
which 
0'na 
- £ -
ab 
^ 
a-b Cot 
gives 
y 
©2 
-0"n(x • (a-x)Sec ©2) I dy 
® dx 1 
«^ oL . -(Tna <rnb(a-Sec©2) 
C ""X 
(T iia(a-Sec©2) 
4 a%an©2''8''^* 
(J^ n^a^ia'SeeB2)^ 
l - (rnb(a-Sec62)Cot ©2 
^ g^nb(a-Sec©2)Cot ©2 
* * ' ^ ' (Tna 
-'] 
'II 
(Tna j r - m C x * y Cosec ©2) 
•-lb J J * dxdy 
^ a-bCiotdn 
^ n a r '^  
o 
-0"ax 
® dx 
b 
/ 
-0*EyCos©c©2 
« dy 
7f 
giving, 
GTna 
-Crna 
f * * ^ \ 
\ » l l f l ^ l l • C \ « — » - i ' » " l l I III I I II » ! • I I nil 
Cfna 
(f na 
(Tna 
•CT na (1-Seceg) (kjt ©2 
e -1 
(Tna (l-SecBg) 
Cas» C« - ^ ^ tan ©g ^^  - l>/a 
Refer t o Figure HTc 
FT r 
0"na ;]='• 
CTnak 
•] 
b 
(x •XSecC 'T-Qg) 
b Cot Og 
dx d7 
-Crn(x • X SecCT- ©g) 
« dx 
X tan(ir -©g) 
FroiB Tn i^ch we get . 
(fnb 
J ^ -(rrib(Cosec ©g • Cot ©g) 
(Tnb (Cosee ©g - Ctn, Og) 
, 2 -CTna / , -crnb 6osec ©g 
<rnb 0'nb Cosee 6, 
Similarly, 
'II = 
(Tna 
e 
ab 
O'na 
e 
; / ; - < X ^y 60 see (^ r-Og) 
i -CTnx -e dx 
yCot(T^-©2) 
c 
/ 
dx dy 
-(Tiqr Cosec (^-Og) 
dy 
3o 
giv ing , 
cLt'e • F l I = la^Ctn 02 ^ ^ g"nb(l - Sece2) Ctn ©2 
0*nb (1 - Sec ©2) Ctn 62 -] 
f b^cot ©2 
a 'n%2( i . sec02) %tn2-e2 
1- 4l- rnb( l -Sec©2)Ctn I 
(T nb(l-Sec©2)Ctni 
Case D» 
• b/a -^  tan ©2 -4 0 
Refer to Figure SD. 
-0"n(x • X Sec( 7r-e2) 
e 
(Tna 
- e 
'IT 
b 
3ctan(" -62) 
dx dy 
-CTn fx • X Sec( JT -©2)] dx 
so t h a t 
CTna 
C na 
_ -or na 1 1 - e I 
CTna J 
1 - e ^ ^ a ( l " 86062) 
CTna (1 - Sec ©a) 
And 
F I I -
OTia 
e 
-0"n (x • y CosecC ^-©2) 
dx dy 
(Tna f 
e I rlTnx 
= aT" 
a i e dx atan©p ny C5osec( '^ -©2) dy 
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Therefore, 
\ (Tna (1 - Sec ©2) 
a^ tarn Og J 1 - [ l • CTnad - Sec ^2)] 
a V ( ^ ( l - S e c 0 2 ) ^ 1 X e^***^^ " ^® ^ ^ 
$2. 
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SECT ION V. 
THEOEY. 
We wi l l descr ibe In t h i s sec t ion , the "Clotidy Crystal 
Ball Theory** of netrtron r eac t ions as given by Fashba^ , 
1 
Por te r and Welsskopf, We have act-ually compnted t h e 
t h e o r e t i c a l curves for d i f f e r e n t i a l c ross -sec t ions of 
e l a s t i ca l ly^neu t rons on the bas is of t h i s theory . The 
method of computation and ca lcu la t ion i s , the re fore , given 
in d e t a i l . A short desc r ip t ion of the "Contlmai Theory" 
2 
as proposed by Feshbach and Welsskopf i s a lso given t o 
make the treatment more coherent , Thou^ we are concejr>^ftt^ 
here with t h e c ross -sec t ions of e l a s t i c a l l y sca t te red 
neut rons , the expressions for t o t a l c ross - sec t ions , and the 
r eac t ion c ross -sec t ions are a l so given for the sake of 
completeness. 
^ 
GEHERJLL COWSIPEBAIIOyS. 
Let us consider a parallel beam of neutrons, along 
Z-axls. IMder experimental conditions, the neutron besa 
may be considered to be monoenergetic. Therefore the 
wave function for the beam will be an elgenfunction of 
energy. So the time variation Is given by e ^ ''^, in 
^at follows, only the space vaidation of the wave function 
is considered. The time variation Is understood to be 
e 'N, The beam may, therefore, be represented by a plane 
wave 5 
> (r,e) ^  4^^ . 1^ ^ ^ ® .- (1) 
v/here K : P / ^ 
P, is the momentum of the neutron in the centre of mass 
coordinates, given by 
P^ s 2ME 
Where M c reduced mass of the syst^i; 
and B r Energy of the relative motion. 
So that 
K « (2ME)^ (25 
t. 
%±s P lank ' s constant divided "by 2 Tf , I t daould be 
noted tha t because of i t s symmetry round the Z<*axl8, the 
wave funct ion Y ( r , Q) i s Independent of t he azimuthal angled . 
To t r e a t the problem of i n t e r a c t i o n at a po in t , i t I s 
convenient t o decompose t he plane wave in to spherical waves. 
r^ 
each haTlng an angular mcHiienttm of ^ , about the point of 
interact ion, vfeere 1 i s an integer giving the angular 
Bomenttai quantuB niaiher* The decomposition of the plane 
wave into sph^ica l waTes may he described brief ly as 
follows :-
ikz 
The wave-function e may also be looked upon as an 
eigenfunetion representing the desired solution of the ware-
equation; 
whi<^ describes the motion of the incident beam. In 
spherical co-ordinates, the above equation may be solved 
3 t o give 
ip (r ,e ) - Z:Z AiJi(kr) Pi (Cos 0) 
where 3i(lEr) i s the spherical Bessel-funcflonand Pi (Cos 0) 
i s the legendre Poljiaomilil of the f i r s t order and 1th 
degree. In paHtieular i f Ai i s set equal to (2L • 1) j the 
above ser ies repres^ewts 8 ,* So that | 
ikz ^ , 1 
e m ZZ. (21 • 1) i3 i (kr) Pi Cos 6 
6 
How Ji(kr) may be expressed in terms of Eez l^cel functions 
hf^(kr) and l ^ ( k r ) , so that 
j,(kr)i l f ( W ^ ifjy^) 
^i 
This give8^ 
r ^ 
^ ( r , e ) c i ^ * . i 1:(21 • 1) 1 y^^- ^ ''^ 
(3) 
(2) 
It may be showi that hj^  (kp) represents an ingoing spherical 
vave and h^ C^lcr) represents an outgoing spherical wave. 
Ikz 
The vave function e , as expressed In equation (3) 
represents an undisturbed neutron beam, Tfftien a target i s 
Introdueed at the or ig in , the Interaction of the neutron 
and the target can only affect the outgoing waves, that 
make t^ the neutron beam. In particular the amplitude and 
the phaseAnx (kr) w i l l , then dif fer from unity. The 
complete wave function after the target I s introduced may, 
therefore, be written as 
Y (r,e) s i ^~(21*l) i 1 2 hi(kr) • -y -^^(kr) 
% 
Pj^Ccos e) 
(4) 
where 'U' i s , In general, a complex number, and gives the 
desired change in the outgoing spherical wave. Being the 
COTiplete wave-function, 'U' repre?aits the sum of scattered 
and incident wave-functions. 
So that YJ. = '4'rt * ^^ 
or ajk = Y - i^^ 
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Thl« gives 
'v|/(r,e) = ^ ^ mn)l I (1- ^ )hitej Pi (cos e) 
— — . — . - « (5) 
The probability current density S(r) , associated with 
6 
t h i s ware fraiction 'JK ( r , o ) ; i s given by 
S(r) s V2iM ySrad'V^ - ( S r a * - ^ ) ^ 1 (€) 
And the to ta l nioiber of neutrons, scattered per second, 
6 
Hggj i s given by 
8sc = <£sj , (^) Jfo ' i - ^ O ) 
Where TQ i s the radius of an iirbitrary sphere surrouMing 
the scattering centre; and n denotes the direction normal 
to the sphere* 
Again, y , the nimber of incident neutrons per second per 
unit area may be found by using equaticms (6 ) , and (7 ) , 
i f we ceplaee ^ s c ^ 
This gives H s ?, where Y s 
ve loc i ty of the neutrons. 
How the scattering cross section fl^ct ^^ obtained by 
dividing Hge tyy ! • From these considerations, we get 
2 0 ; ^ . / r ; t ^ (21 • 1) | i -'jfil (8) 
On the other hand, the reaction cross-section 6^Q 
i s obtained by dividing Jyg, the nixaber of neutrons tal^en 
out of the beam per second by V, H^^  i s the net nmber of 
neutrons per second passing into a sphere surrounding the 
88^ 
CavtsV 
gphore. Thus Hp^, may be obtained by equations (6) and 
(7), nihere ^ ^ is replaced by'^. This gives 
(9) 
Adding 0^g and (^^ gives t h e t o t a l «ross-sec t ion O j^ so 
t h a t 
Q| = tTsc • (5e = TT^ ^ (21 • l ) 2(1-Il£, y^ ) 
(1X» 
Last ly the d i f f e r e n t i a l e l a s t i c cross sect ion d j^ (6) ^8 
defined as 
SiMber of e l a s t i c a l l y sca t te red neutrons p ^ 
peeond per nucleus, i n sol id angle d-o-, in t h 
OQg(0) .d-^r mean d i r e c t i o n of 0 
Humber of incident neutrons per se«5nd per 
uni t area 
Evidently, 
0 ; re) d ^ . ^ ( r ) ^ _ r | _ ^ - ^ 
se H 
which r e s u l t s i n 
t (5 %^i^) - 4 ^ (523- • 1)(1. ^^ ) PjCCos e ) | % (^11) 
Evid«i t ly , for ca lcu la t ing t he various c ross-sec t ions 
frcaa the above express ions , i t i s required t o know ?^ j^  . I t 
i s a complex quan t i ty , irtilch may general ly be wri t ten as 
£ a Bj^ e 5 vAiere Bj^  and i>£are r e a l numbers, representing 
t h e amplitude and phse-aftiift of t he outgoing wave. H^jls alway 
t7 
equal to or less than imltj. Because, otherwise the outgoing 
flux will hecome greater than Ingoing flux. /y/() ^ ^ indicates 
reaction; a M M/pU 1 Indicates no reaction and hence pure 
scattering* 
generally'Jo may be expressed in terms of a quantity f, 
called the *logarltlMnic derlvates,* f^^ is defined as 
'1 • B <^„^) r . R (IS) 
Where \ ±s the radial part of a wave function •y'(r,e) 
given by 
y ( r , e ) . 2 1 ^hMl . pi(ck>s ©) . . . . ( 1 3 ) 
• t •—-9 Jk 
and R, Is the radlisgf of the nucleus. 
Now at the boundary of the nucleus, i . e . r :;R the 
Inside and the outside wave.functions and their derivates 
should be continuous. This Inpl les that f^ ^ should also be 
continuous at the boundary. The value of f^  niay, therefore, 
be determined either by the external function Ui at r 5 R; 
or by the Inside function at r 3 R. How the outside 
function Involves ^^ , as I s evident fro® equations (8) 
t o (11) . Thus a relat ion between %VDA f^ may be established, 
Also because of the dependence of f^ ^ on the wave.functlon 
inside the nucleus, a re lat ion between ^c and the interior 
conditions of the nucleus may also be obtained. Thus a 
measur«Bent of the eross.section8 G|, 0^ e^ ® »^ ^ e ^^ ®^ 
f^ 
used t o detenalne f i . Or conversely I f a theory of t h e 
nucleus i s a v a i l a b l e , tha t v l l l give t h e In t e rna l wave-
funct ion, f^  may be determined iiftildi then gives ^ , and 
consequently the var ious c ros s - sec t i ons , 
RELATKaf OF ^« & f i . 
As mentioned before, (see equation (13) ; a wave 
func t i on1 ( r , 0 ) , may be Inri t ten a s , 
^ (r,e) . ^ Ma Pi (cos e ) 
In our sca t t e r ing problem we are in t e res t ed in the complete 
wave function given in equat i -n ( 4 ) , fr^m idiidb 
( f t l l lP lCose « i X l Al h f (kr ) • "I h i ( k r ) j Pi Cos 6 
Vl(r) . !^,r. [ A f (kr) . ^^ i i ^ k r ) ] (14) 
Substituting the value of ^ (r) from the above equation 
into equation (12), we get 
or 
;f(i 
mm ( . ,,„ ) f 1 - 1 - kB. hT(kR) (2) 1^ h i (kR) 
— -
f l - 1 - kR. hi(kR)/i;f(jcR) 1 
(15) 
The dashes over t he Eenkel ftmctions denote the der iva tes 
with respect t o kr« 
How defining 
A ^ . iS i = 1 • kR hf (kR) 
hf (kR) 
/ X ^ ^ i S ^ l l + kR ^1«^R) 
hX ( ^ ) 16(a) 
and 
^^ 5£ (2) riV 
Q. S -h i (kR)/3lt^(kR) 
we may wri te the equation(14) a s , 
^ f l - A i • i s i X^n 
7 . a -J _ i . e 16 (b) 
P r a c t i c a l method of calotfLating t h e o r e t i c a l c ross -sec t ions 
Method dtie t o Lax and Feshba^* 
Below are given the various p r a c t i c a l s teps t o get 
from f^  and t o get c ross - sec t ions from '^p s-
From the t h i r d equation of t he set 15(a) , ve can get the 
r eac t ion , 
* n i (kR) (16) 
9 
*fcere 3i(kR) i s the spher ical Bessel function and ni 
9 
i s t he spherical Heuman function given b y j -
^l(kR) i hi (kR) • tif (kR) 
§ 
ni(kR) = l i l ' (kB) - h i (Ml) 
I t may a lso be shown tha t l i r y « 5 « ' (17) 
then , 
. ^ : • tan bin * 3i(kR) ) 
^ , 3l(kR) 
' y i • n i (kR)/ni(kR) 
lihere Ti r 1 (f^ - 1) g ^ * i r ^ 
Writing, X = kR 
We def ine , 
T l 5 ^ |jl(3c) • i^(x) J = x ^ (20) 
1 & W, r t an ( ^ - i • ^ ) = -7 ;^^  rTT 
^ 2- tan(afi - 61) 
(21) 
vhere P 
(2) -ihz . 
hi i 5l - ini « i Di e 
and Hi s ji - ini 5 i Di e ^ 
The above de f in i t i ons equations (20) , (21) (22) 
coupled with the expressions of t a n / ( £ (equation (18) ; 
t a n £ . (equation (16) , and ^£ (equation (19); gives 
tan(/fe - f ) = ^—r; < ^ ) 
If we now define tan(/f£- ^  ) = • . ^ i (2«) 
we ms^, then write, 
Si 5 - dpi • Ml (a4(a) 
13 
1 w „ .^.J.'>^^. ..-- .1. r4r^ f^tg, 61 a r^Ti 24(b) 
- -^ -^ .5 Sx - iGi i t a n a i - ift.) g^^^^ 
*" "^ '' \ T^ U.2 ^^'' 
and , „ ' - ^ -g" l ^ 
tan^p 3^  r - S a i A * Si f t i ^ *-Pl 26(l>) 
so t h a t e ^ z l - P i / i • ? ! 25(c) 
From equations 23(a) and 24(e ) , ve get 
K ' ii* ^ ' *^ i^ *• ^ ^^ — — — < ^ > 
We proceed as follows, for olDtalnlng lt«, with the 
help.of above equations* 
Asstme fi known (The actual theor7 of f j, Is discussed 
later on). Obtain (Jj. and If-^ from fi by equation (19). 
7 
^j^ and ffi matf be found from tables of Lax axid. Feshbaeh| 
givic? Sj^  and ^ trcm equations 24(a) and 24(b). Then from 
equaticms 25(a) and 25(b), i«i a M pi may be obtained, f glTen 
by equation (16) may be had from existing tables of Bessel 
10 
functions. 
The value of Ai found in this way, may be substituted 
in the following expressions to get the various cross-
sections. 
For example eqiuatlon (11) may be wrltteai as 
( r s e ( e ) d - A . , r ^ ^ 2 I . (21 • 1) 2m • 1) 
Using -1 
we get 
where "' (.-^ 
'•^  ^ ' <^-i['^(A?-^,v«>Pfi^'^"c^aPeyec, 
Similarly from equatian (9) , 
and 
From the above discussion, i t i s evidaat that if fi» 
the logarithmic derivative of the p r o b l ^ i s known, one mi^ 
calculate the various cross-sect ions . Evidently t o get fj^, 
we require to know the wave-function of the neutron in the 
nucleus. For thiSf one may either s ta r t with some basic 
9 ^ 
assQMptions about the nuclear fo rces , and 'fcrnlld iip a wave 
function; or one may obtain approximate wave functlcm based 
cm soBl-asoplrieal assumptions* The former method seeais t o 
be too ma<AL I n t r a c t a b l e , vh l l e t he l a t t e r method has proved 
t o be more f r u i t f u l , 
2 
Based on t h i s l a t t e r method, Fesfebach, and Weisskopf, 
proposed t h e i r »ccntlnuum t h e o r y ' . The ca lcu la t ions of 
neutron cross sec t ions based on t h i s theory accounted for 
the experimental r e s u l t s only q u a l i t a t i v e l y , La tw on, 
1 
Feshbach, Por ter and Weisskopf proposed the so-cal led 
(Cloudy Crystal Ball Theory*. This has been more successful 
i n explaining the var ious neutron eross-sect ica is . 
- : Gross-s t ructure Problem:-
Before ve descr ibe these t h e o r i e s and t h e i r applicaticms; 
we wi l l define and describe t h e so-ca l led »Gross-structure 
Problem*. M:en n u c l i i cf medium or high mass number are 
bombarded by neutrons of energy of a fe\«r mev (as in our 
case ) , the energy l e v e l s thus exci ted are e i t h e r very close 
11 
t o each other or they may even over lap . This means tha t 
i f t he re i s a small amount of spread in the energy of t h e 
Incident neutron beam, more than one l eve l i s exc i ted . The 
c ross - sec t ions measured under these condi t ions do not gif« 
c ross - sec t ions fo r exc i t ing individual l e v e l s , but ra ther 
an average over theaai. These average c ros s - sec t ions , then 
belong t o t he *©ross-structure Problem*, as opposed t o t h e 
t6 
»Pine-stmeti j r« problem* *4iere one exc i tes the lndividnal\ 
energy l e v e l s . In o\ar experiment we have a spread of about 
iSb Kev, in the nentron beam vftiere mean energy i s 3.7 Mev, 
¥e have, t h e r e f o r e , t o deal with a "Gross-stnictt ire p rob l« i . " 
We, t he re fo re , r equ i re the theory of average cross-
1 
sec t ions , as given by Feshbadi, Porter and Weisricopf» 
Consider, f i r s t , t h e t o t a l c ross - sec t ion given in eqnat i^ i 
(10) , Notice t h a t t he t o t a l c ross -sec t ion i s l i nea r in 7^ , ft 
Thus an average of the t o t a l c ross -sec t ion depends d i r e c t l y 
on t h e average "Opt provided tha t slowly varying quan t i t i e s 
l i k e k are considered t o be cons tant . Thus the quanti ty of 
i n t e r e s t i s : -
where € i s the neutron energy and I i s the spread of energy 
i n t h e beam. 
The expressions for t h e various average c ross-sec t ions 
may now be w r i t t r - as 
^e « ^^^^^^ * ^^[ ^ - \ll\\ ^^ ^ 
5^ e = 7rA^(2i.i)[ | i - IP] 
+ WA^ (21 • 1) [JT^-- l ^ p —(31) 
and 
% ^ rA -ST (21 • 1) 2 j 1 - B^yj (32) 
As i s c lear from t h e expressions for 0^^, i t may be 
f 7 
split into tvo parts; 
o^ c = r ;* 'z r (2 i • i ) | | i . -y^ l^  V (33) 
ealled the ifltiape e l a s t i c seatterinf^y and 
<r,« = rrizzi^ * i ) | |]J^_ hJ^y. (34) 
cal led the eompoimd e l a s t i c scatterinjg 
The reasoning and significance for t h i s spl i t t ing may be 
tnaderstood from the following : -
The cross section for shape-elastic scattering has the 
same torm as that of the cross-sect ion for scattering in t^e 
absence of averaging* This suggests that 6^^ i s the true 
scattering cross-sect ion % i^<^ arises out of pure reflect ion 
frcoa the boundary of the nucleus. On the other hand, i f we 
ad^ ^ e *o ^e» we get , 
^ = <?e *- CJe s rrt ^ZL (21 • 1) 
Ji 
i X - h^fi-~-(36) 
It may be seen that (T^ has the form of a reaction cross-
sect ion, %d.th p^ instead of % In the parenthesis. This 
suggests that 0^^ i s that part of the scattering cross 
sect ion, v^ich arises out of some form of reaction, o;^  
i s cal led the cross section for the formation of the 
comround nucleus. The idea of the compound nucleus, which 
• 12 
was f i r s t introduced by H*Bohr, assumes that when neutron 
enters the nucleus, i t shares i t s energy very rapidly with 
75-
other imeleonsy and thus forms a coopoisM nucleus. Then a 
great number of exchanges follow, after i^lch enotz^ energy-
i s concentrated <m one part ic le vhich i s , th«a, emitted. 
The whole process of reaction i s , thus, hrok«i into two 
partsx 
(1) Formation of compound nucleus. 
(2) Decay of the compoxmd nucleus. 
Jn the case of the gross-struetiape vTohlem} T*en we 
s p l i t 0^ into two parts 0^« and ^ e > ^^  s ign i f i e s that 
some of the part ic les (neutrons) emitted h7 the compound 
nucleus; have the same quantum maibers as the incident 
ones, (given hy ^e^> iiAiile the rest of th«B change their 
quanttim numhers, and hence signify reaction (given hy 
C?e). 
We nav w i ^ to ccaisider theor ies , which give y^. 
Continuom Theory. 
This theory was meaait t o be suitable only for high 
^lergy neutrons, ^ e n the compotmd nucleus i s excited to 
the 'continutaa state*. 0nd«r these conditions, the width 
of the energy l e v e l s i s jpreater than the separation 
between them, and hence they overlap. A neutron of a 
given energy may, then, exc i te many l e v e l s at one time, 
and the resultant cross-sect!cms w i l l be averages over 
many resonances. 
<1f 
The following assuatptlons were made in t h i s theory:-
(1) The coBipotZDd imeleus i s formed as soon as the neutron 
enters the nucleus. This Implies a very strong inter-
-aet lon, between the neutron and the nuclear matter. 
(2) The nucleus has a def in i te boundary, and hence a 
def in i te Badius R, so that the interaction between the 
neutron and the nuclear matter takes place only %dien the 
neutron (arosses the boundary. 
(3) Itecause so many l e v e l s are excited at these energies, 
there i s no chance for neutron t o be «Ritted without any 
changes in i t s energy. And therefore no ccmpound 
e l a s t i c scattering. 
(4) The nucleus i s represented by a square well potential 
of depth ?Q, so that , 
V (R) « To f or r < R 
V (R) - o for r ;^ R 
When the neutron enters the nucleus, i t s kinet ic 
energy i s altered frco 1 (the Incident energy) to 
E • TQ, TO that the niaiber K of the neutron in the 
nucleus i s given hyi-
where K^  = ^ , and Ko^ « ^ ^ o 
The above four assumptions may be sommed "op by 
l0C 
represent ing t he wave-fimctlon of the neutron. Inside t he 
nucleus a s ; 
- i k r (36) 
Uj, ( ins ide) "«^e for r < II 
irtilch Implies t h a t the neutron a f t e r enter ing the nueleas 
does not r e t u r n . From the d e f i n i t i o n of f ,^ v i z . 
fl5 « [ s | / t t ] r = R 
we get 
f l s -iKR (37) 
Hence from T 5 -1 /x ( f l - 1) 1 (^ • l> i 
we have 
fS\ . - i - , and •){;a J L (38) 
where X z KR» a»^ 3C - kR. 
The idoB Various e ross - sec t ions may now be calculated 
with the above values of (Tj^^ and >L. I t may be noted tha t 
i n t h i s theory , t h e values of 0|[_ andV^ do not depend on 1 , 
and a lso f v a r i e s with energy only through K, and hence 
t h e r e i s no scope for sharp-resonances. 
The t o t a l c ross sect ions calculated with t h i s theory 
2 
vary with energy only monotonically. But t he experimental 
curves of t o t a l c ross - sec t ions versus ener^r , as measured 
13 
by t h e Ulsconsln-droup, sftiow ce r t a in broad maxima and 
minima nhich eazinot be aecotoited fo? \sf the above theoary. 
A new theory was, therefore, required idiieh e»nld be nsed 
for intermediate energies, idiere the interaction may not 
be so strong. 
We now describe the »Cloady (Crystal Ball* theory, 
which i s based on more general considerations than the 
above theory. 
Cloudy Crystal Ball Theory. 
In t h i s model the nucleus i s replaced by a potential 
well of the following type: -
T X -VQ ( 1 • i ^ ) for r < R 
and T « o for r 7 R 
Vhere VQ and C are real mambers. In fact Y© gives the 
depth of the potential well and v determines the strength 
of interacticm between the neutron ani the nuclear matter. 
It may be shown that the intensity of the wave function 
moving in a potential well of the above type will be 
reduced to t ^ after travelling a distance of 1 . If 
^ ^ 1 « the wave function is completely absorbed, and l^ we have the case of continuum theory. On the other hand 
i f R // I t as i s assumed In the cloudy crystal ball theory, 
we only have a partial absorption. 
The radial wave function of the neutron in t h i s 
Imaginary p o t e n t i a l v«11 may be wr i t t en a s ; 
*^l(r) s AiJx(Kr) fOP r <^  R (39) 
vhere K^ s k^ f K©^ ( 1 • 1 § ) 
and K2 . ^ , and K 2 := ^ ! o 
Using t h i s In t h e wave functlOTi of equation (39) , we get 
f o r f-j^ j 
f l « 1 • K8 Ji(KR)/ 3^(KR) 
Writing KE = X; given hy X^ » x^ • x©^ (1 • 1 §) 
where X^ s KoR, and X r /^  H, 
we write fi as, 
f 1 s 1 4 X -ilill (40) 
^l(X) 
This gives from equatloa (19) 
Xi = =f- n ( X ) / ^^ (X) :: (Jl • 1*^ 
We proceed as follows to get X 3l(X)/j, /y'i 
| o 
I t may be shown tha t the following recurrence re la t lcm 
holds for the ftmctlcBQ 3CJl(X)/j^(3f) 
' 4 ^ = (!• 1) - x2 _ 
J1<X5 (t!^l) • X ' j ( i . i ) ( X ) 
- i f ' TaC:iT^ 
Vfrltlng r t a n I " ^ ^ i S ] 
fy 
we get , 
toxicl^z ( £ • ! ) - X^ 
a - 1 ) • tan(«^ -1) 
But, Ji)(X) « Sin X ; 
X 
Therefore, 
-XJo(X) - tano^ s 1 - X Cot X. 
Jo(X) 
The recurrent r e l a t i o n , then , may "be used to obtain the 
r 
successive tano<«^, and hence X J2(X)/ j ,y^% 
In t h i s way C^  and J'l for t h i s case may be ca lcu la ted . 
Figures , xTF, , and XiZL , contain the 
t h e o r e t i c a l curves of Os(^) versus Cos 6, as calculated 
from the ahove procedure for Zirconium, Molybdntjmj Ifi^^f^i 
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Resu l t s ; 
In Flgtires XII t o XTI, and In the data sheets I t o I I I , 
are given the t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental dlffeirential cross 
sec t ions for Zirconium and Molybdnum, 
In Figure XII are given the two expei-imental curves of 
d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sect ions for Zirconium, one with 2n-
sulphide Lucite button as de tec to r ; and other with P l a s t i -
- f lour s c i n t i l l a t o r as t h e d e t e c t o r . These curves are 
uncorrected for mul t ip le sca t t e r ing f>-nd for the f i n i t e s izes 
of t he Ring as d e t e c t o r . Theashould he a u l t l p l i e d by 
4 ( 1 - f lSg j to get the t r u e cross sec t ions . This f igure 
i l l u s t r a t e s the di f ference of de tec t ing p rope r t i e s of the two 
d e t e c t o r s . As the discuss ion in Section IV ^ o w s , t he 
2n-sulphide Lucite detector i s l i a b l e t o count i n e l a s t i c a l l y 
scat tered neu t rons . Assuming tha t the PlastifloTjr de tec tor 
only counts the e l a s t i c a l l y sca t te red neutrons (which i s not 
far from t r u t h in t h e l i ^ t of discussion of the de tec tors in 
Section I ? ) , the di f ference of the two curves corresponds t o 
the i n e l a s t i c a l l y sca t te red neutrons which are detected by 
t h e Zn-sulphido de t ec to r . The following t a b l e i s of 
i n t e r e s t in t h i s context . 
hf 
/ • & 
1 , 
2 . 
Detector, 
Zn-sulphide 
Lacite Btztton 
r i a s t i f l t i op 
S c i n t i l l a t o r 
jo-Ce)*^-^ Total 
' c o r r e c t e d Cross sect ion 
2.80 barns 
4,0 bams 
2.14 barns 
In« la8 t ie 
eross sect ion 
1.96 bams 
! • < 
This shows tha t the Zinc-sulphide Luclte Button accepted 
about ^O percent of the I n e l a s t i c a l l y scat tered neutrons . 
The angular d i s t r i b u t i o n of the difference of the two 
curves i s more or l e s s i s o t r o p i c , which supports the 
assumptions general ly made in t he l i t e r a t u r e . 
In Figure XIII are given the experimental uncorrected 
and corrected curves of d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sect ions for 
Zirconium at 3,7 Mev as obtained by us (depicted as Bar to l ) , 
2 
and as obtained by Los Almos group at 4 , 1 Mev. Oar ^»rrected 
curve and tha t of Los Almos seem to d i f fer in loca t ion of 
minima. The probable causes for the same w i l l be discussed 
l a t e r on. 
In Figure XIV, are compared the experimental curves of 
differential cross-sections for Zirconium as obtained in our 
experiment and theoretical one as calculated by us with the 
method described in Chapter V. The various parameters used 
in calculating the theoretical curves arc given in the figure. 
Figure XT shows the comparison of uncorrected experiaental 
curves for Xlreonlum and Molybdnum, 
In Figure XVI are compared the experimental and theoretical 
curves of d i f f e r e n t i a l c ross - sec t ions for Molybdntm, 
Discussion about Correctlonst 
The detail«c^discussions, and the methods of obtaining 
the var ious cor rec t ions are given i n Section IT. 
The a t tenua t ion cor rec t ion , F, did not amount t o more 
than 8^, in t he worst case, i , e , i n backward angles . The 
e r ro r involved in ca lcu la t ing t h i s correc t ion i s not expected 
t o be more than 20% of i t s e l f , which wi l l Introduce an error 
of 
of l e s s than 2$ in the evaltiatloi]/(r(©)« 
The cor rec t ions for oiergy s e n s i t i v i t y (€(En) and the 
angular s e n s i t i v i t y A(eg) of the de tec tor are obtained frcn 
experiment. In t he case of ACeg), the maximum correct ion i s 
about 1^ percent at about 6 « 90° . The repeated Yalues of 
A(e2)f in var ious experiments did not d i f f e r more than lOjJ 
from each o the r . This again aroounts t o about 2$ in the 
worst case of © s 90° . 
Extremely careful measurements were made for the energy 
s e n s i t i v i t y of t he d e t e c t o r . S t a t i s t i c a l f luc tua t ions should 
be one cause of e r ro r in t h i s case which i s of t h e order of 
one pe rcen t . The other cause of e r ro r in t h i s case may be 
the proper evaluat ion of angular d i s t r i b u t i o n A^ B-D neutrons . 
As mentioned previously , these values were taken from t h e curves 
3 
of Hunter and Richards, The values of various constants 
cotild not be read very accurate ly from these curves . These 
e r r o r s may amount t o 2 or 3 pe rcen t . The same arguments w i l l 
f-8 
apply to the evaluation of I(ei) , But the error is of the 
iToT" 
order of one percent in t h i s ease* 
The values of 1 are based on the ca lcu la t ions as 
f l 
described in Section I I , The var ious der iva t ives that enter 
i n to i t are the main source of er ror in ca lcula t ing these values. 
The maximum cor rec t ion in t h i s case i s of the order of 15 
percent ; and an expected e r ro r of 20% in i t s evaluation i^ould 
given an ove r -a l l er ror of 3%* 
The evaluat ion of mul t ip le sca t te r ing seems t o be sore 
i n error than t h e other above-mentioned e r r o r s . These e r ro rs 
a r i s e due tos 
(1) The lack of good s t a t i s t i c s . Only one hundred 
h i s t o r i e s of neutrons were t raced for each angle, 
(2) In p r i n c i p l e , the corrected cross sect ions should be 
fed in to a second Monte Carlo ca lcu la t ion which gives 
s ingly as well as mul t ip le scat tered neutrons} and 
the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n got t h i s way should be 
compared with the experimental curve. This process 
should be repeated t i l l the calculated f i n a l curve i s 
same as the experimental curve. This Inas not been 
done. But as the t o t a l cor rec t ion i s of t h e order of 
10 t o SO percent , neglect of t h i s procedure should 
involve an e r ro r of a few percent only, 
(3) In ca lcu la t ing the mul t ip le sca t t e r ing correct ion by 
Monte Carlo method the counts t ha t correapponded t o the 
singly sca t te red neutrons came from the t r a i l i n f edge 
fo> 
of t he t a r g e t 1%, the edge near the _^ourCe, iftiile those 
>*iich corresponded t o the dovibly sca t te red neutrons 
came from the^ leading ha l f of the t a r g e t , I . e . tha t 
facing the de t ec to r . 
(4) Presumably, in evaluat ing the mult iple sca t ter ing 
cont r ibut ion the eff iciency of the de tec tor has been 
taken the same for mult iply sca t te red neutrons as for 
s ingly sca t te red neut rons . This e r ro r may amount to 
2o t o 30 percent of the mul t ip le sca t t e r ing correction 
giving an over -a l l e r ro r of about 10 percent in t he 
f i n a l l y evaluated c r o s s - s e c t i o n s . This seems t o be 
the biggest e r r o r . 
But the order of the magnitude for the mul t ip le scat ter ing 
correc t ion as tised in the present c i l c u l a t i o n s seems t o be 
a l r i g h t , because the ext rapola t ion method also gave about 20 
t o 30 percent co r rec t ion . 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of counting the gamma rays excited In the 
s c a t t e r e r s by the neutrons i s qui te small . This was explained 
in the discussion about Figure X in Section IV. There i t was 
shown tha t t he kink in the sca t t e r ing r a t i o curve corresponded 
t o t h e energy which an e lec t ron of about one Mev could spend 
in a s ingle b a l l . I t could also be tha t because of 0,93 Mev. 
4 
and 1.13 Mev. gamma rays t ha t can be excited In t he Zlrcorlim; 
the klnlc could mean tha t above these b iases we were jus t 
throwing these gamma rays ou t . Efficiency of t h i s detector 
goes on decreasing r ap id ly for high energy ganraa r a y s . This 
was seen by measuring the eff ic iency of the detector for gamaa 
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r ays f rc« C (d Y) r e a c t i o n . So t h a t tmless t h e r e I s a la rge 
amount of high energy gamma rays from these scat tererSf there 
w i l l not he much cont r ibu t ion t o the coimting r a t e from t h i s 
source. 
Though 2.2 MeT. and 3.23 Kev. gamma rays have heen 
excited by bombarding Zirconium \d.th 4.5 Mev. neutrons; 
their intensity is much smaller than the low energy gamma 
rays; and the 3.23 Me7. gamma ray may not be excited to 
any appreciable extent by 3.7 Mev. neutrons. 
In the case of Molybdnua levels at 0.78 Mev., 1,1 Mev,, 
6 
and 1,5 Mev. have bewi reported and presumably higher l e v e l s 
a l so e x i s t . Bat as only t h e low energy garama rays are 
abundant; the same arguments may be applied here as in the 
case of Zirconium. 
Frc» t h e above reasoning, i t may be s ta ted t h a t t he 
cont r ibut ion froa gamma rays at b iases higher than 45 i s 
n e g l i g i b l e . The f l a t n e s s of the sca t te r ing r a t i o curve in 
Figure X i s a f a i r ind ica t ion for the same 
Discussion: 
H a s t i c s ca t t e r ing of 4 . 1 Mev. neutrons by Zirconium 
2 
has been measured by Walt and Beyster . This energy i s only 
10 percent higher than in t he present experiment. The 
comparison of our r e s u l t s , with the above one should, 
t h e r e f o r e , be i n s t r u c t i v e . 
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*». i-o mention nex« 
n of Walt a^ d Beyster s paP , ^^ ^^  
at Figure 3 of wa ^^orrected cw^^« ^^^ 
.ed the corrected and micorr ^^ 
compared tne positive at tne 
*..«« seems to fee as nmc^ i p ^^ ^^^ 
correction seems ^^^ ^^^^ ^^e vnox 
II :L. 
eorreeted enrre I s btlcfv the ^ncarreeted ettrre} thoti|^ th« 
B i n i u bAve 1>een eGa^a7atlT«l3r deepexwd and aaxiaa raised 
tq). FroB Valt and Beyster's ettrre; one mwj infer that the 
Multiple scattering on l j ehaoiges the shape of differential 
earre, keeping the oTerall scattering cross section the 
sane. Or in other vords^ 
/(f iSlA JV- X^\ 
- 1 
J^ jtriB) d 
in the ir ease. Ii&ile in onr ease t h i s Talne i s 0,7D30. 
Our extrapolaticm method also shoved a net correction of 
Bore than 20 percent. This Bay aeeoimt for scjoie diser^ancy 
in the t¥D curTes. 
Figures ZIY and X71 shov the comparison of experiaental 
and theoret ical curres for Zirconiua and Molyhdnua. Both 
of these f igures show that a value of ^ greater than 0.05 
w i l l bring the theoret ical and experimental curves nearer t o 
1/3 -13 
e a ^ other. A value of It sBaller than B s 1.45 Xk XIO CB 
may also Bake the f i t bet ter . These two suggested changes 
2 
are in tbB same direction as proposed by Valt and Beyster, 
8 9 
J.ELlic^t and others. 
The following table gives the experimratal t o t a l cross 
sections for e l a s t i c scattering for ZirconiuB and 
Molybdnum 
J(r(e)d-A- Total cross ine las t i c 
(corrected) sect ion. CTOSS sectiea. 
XirconiUB 2.14 barns 4 .0 barns 1.96 bams 
KolybdnuB 1.98 bams 3.9 bams 1.92 barns 
3-0 
\ 
J'7 Mev A'ectAyoxis 
• Sxfier//?!pe??/ (coyyec/ec/) 
//3 
The errors in the above valties should be taken as « liO 
percent, for the time being. Availability of exact Ifcaite-
Carlo ealeolations shottld reduce it* 
The fact that the inelastic cross sections are nearly 
the same as the elast ic cross section^ shows that enoag^ 
levels are available to the compound nu<^eu8 to deeayi 
and therefore the cospound elast ic seattsring may be 
neglected. 
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Part 1 ( b ) . 
SaBMBa-Bayg exci ted by I n e l a s t i c Scat ter ing of Hetrtroas 
Ifl TftTJ-pti? Bleiaents, 
The purpose of t h i s experiment was t o measure the energies 
and c ross - sec t ions for ganma-rays, which are excited In differeni 
nuclfii hy t he bombardment of neutrons of 3.7 Mev. l i ^ t 
elements were bombarded* The energies and cross sect ions of 
t h e gamma-rays a re given in t he acccampanying r ep r in t of the 
paper . The ac tua l spectra are given in Figure 2 E 2 . , and also 
i n t he paper , 
Bing geometry was used5 which had very much the same 
arrangement as in f igure I and I I I , The gamma-rays detector 
which was a Hfit-I(Th) s c i n t i l l a t i o n c rys t a l mounted on t h e face 
of 6292 Du-Mont photomult lpl ler t ube , was i n s t a l l e d in t h e 
cent re of t he r i n g , so t ha t the gecaietrical e f f l c l« icy of 
de tec t ion was maximum, A twenty channel pulse h e i ^ t analyser 
of a t co ie instrument Co, was used t o measure the spectra of 
gamma-rays excited In t h e r i n g . 
The monitor was the same, as used in the experiment on 
e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g , (See measurement of S , sect ion IT, Part 
1(a) and a l so Figure I I I , ) The measur«nents were taken only 
tdien the r ing was exposed t o neutron beam for scane t ime, so 
t h a t an equil ibrium was reached for the r a d i o a c t i v i t y of iodine 
i n U a l d h ) c ry s t a l due t o t h e capture of neu t rons . The badc-
-ground spectrum was obtained by replacing the r ing of the 
element under inves t iga t ion by the carbon r i n g . 
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Gamma Rays Excited by Inelastic Scattering of Neutrons in Various Elements'* 
M. A. RoTHMAN, H. S. HANS,t AND C. E. MANDEVILLE 
Barlol Research Foundation of The Franklin InstihUe, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 
(Received June 14, 1955) 
Neutrons of energy 3.7 Mev have been inelastically scattered in a number of elements. The energies 
of the y rays so excited have been measured by scintillation counting and pulse height analysis. In some 
cases, the cross sections for 7-ray excitation have been calculated. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE present measurements are a continuation of an earlier survey^ of 7 rays emitted when neu-
trons of intermediate energy are inelastically scattered 
by nuclei. Since the publication of the above mentioned 
report, other papers dealing with the same topic have 
appeared.-"'^  The 7-ray spectra resulting from inelastic 
.scattering of neutrons of energy 3.7 Mev. by Al, Sb, As, 
Fe, Se, Si, and S are shown in Fig. 1. These measurements 
were performed in a geometry which has been previously 
described.' The quantum energies and cross sections are 
summarized in Table I. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In the curves of Fig. 1, background of two types has 
been subtracted: (1) background proportional to the 
time (due mainly to radioactivity in the crystal); 
and (2) background proportional to the neutron flux. 
TABLE I. Gamma rays excited by inelastic scattering of neutrons. 
* Assisted by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
t Fulbright fellow from the Muslim University of Aligarh, India. 
1 M. A. Rothman and C. E. Mandeville, Phys. Rev. 93, 796 
(1954). References to other papers published in 1953 and earlier, 
dealing with the same subject, may be found in this paper. 
2 Shapiro, Scherrer, Allison, and Faust, Phys. Rev. 95, 751 
(1954); R. M. Kiehm and Clark Goodman, Phys. Rev. 95, 989 
(1954); Scherrer, Allison, and Faust, Phys. Rev. 96, 386 (1954). 
3 G. L. Griffith, Phys. Rev. 98, 579 (1955). 
In the cases of silicon and arsenic, the scatterers were 
metallic powders contained in plastic rings. 
fD 
u 
Element 
Aluminum 
Antimony 
Arsenic 
Iron 
Selenium 
Silicon 
Sulfur 
Gold 
Energy 
0.835±0.01 Mev 
1.02 ±0.01 
1.72 ±0.02 
1.91 ±0.02 
2.22 ±0.03 
1.00 ±0.04 
0.815±0.01 
1.02 ±0.01 
0.845±0.01 
1.23 ±0.01 
1.80 ±0.02 
2.10 ±0.03 
1.05 ±0.02 
1.50 ±0.03 
1.78 ±0.02 
2.25 ±0.03 
Cross section 
0.022 b/sterad at 90° 
0.041 
0.013 
0.075 
0.135 
0.024 
0.064 
<0.02 
< 
0 
a: 
LlJ 
a. 
CO 
H 
2 
3 
0 
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CHANNEL NUMBER 
FIG. 1. Gamma rays (in Mev) resulting from inelastic scattering 
of neutrons of energy 3.7 Mev in various elements. 
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Cross sections were determined by calibrating the 
Nal crystal with radioactive sources of known strength. 
Attenuation of neutrons and gamma rays in the 
scatterer was calculated, but no multiple scattering 
corrections were made. The scattering rings had radial 
and axial thicknesses of one inch. The incident neutron 
flux was calculated from the known cross section for 
the d—d reaction. Cross sections are given in barns ' 
steradian at 90°. Knowledge of the angular distribution 
of the y rays is necessary to determine the total cross 
sections for production of these y rays. 
The cross sections have been corrected for isotopic 
abundance in all cases except that of antimony. This 
element has two isotopes of approximately equal 
abundance, so that without further knowledge of the 
level schemes, it is not possible to assign the y ray to one 
particular isotope. From the breadth of the peak, it 
is probable that there are two unresolved y rays present. 
In the case of gold, no peaks were detected. The large 
attenuation of the gold scatterer would greatly cut 
down the yield of any y rays produced. The figure given 
in the table is an estimated upper limit on the cross 
section for production of a 1-Mev y ray. 
The level scheme shown for Al is taken from Endt 
and Klu3n'er.'' The 7-ray energies shown on the spec-
trum are within 1 percent of the energies obtained from 
the known levels. 
The level scheme shown for Fe is based on the as-
sumption that all the y rays cascade through the 850-
kev level.° The quantum energies given are taken from 
the Fe spectrum in Fig. 1 and agree well with measure-
ments on the y rays from ^In=' and Co"''. 
* P, M, Endt and J, C, Kluvver, Revs, Modern Phys, 26, 95 
(1954), 
* Jennings, Weddell, Ale.xeff, and Hellen.s, Phys, Rev, 98, 582 
(1955), 
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Part I I , 
Ck)ineidenee l^tidies of the Disintegration of ?m 
l l l ' " l l II 1 « 1 • " ! • » ! I I II II I II • I • I • 
sad Ha^ *^^ . 
The d e t a i l s of the experlmait and the resu l t s are given 
in the reprint of the paper vhldt i s attached herewith, 
A standard colnddenee arrangement was used fa* these 
studies . This arrangement consisted of two R a l ( ^ ) 
s e l n t i l l a t i o n eotrnters^ aoimted on the faces of 6292 Dn-Mont 
photomultiplier tubes . The radioactive Isotope to he inves t l -
-gated was Kept in between the two crystals in a suitable way 
t o avoid any excessive back scattering, e t c . The pulses frc»i 
each of these photasaultipliers were fed to S04C 'Atoaic* 
aop l i f i er s . Single-channel pulse height analysers no.5/0 , of 
Atomic Ihstrument Company, were used to select pulses between 
any two he ights . In t h i s way coincidence studies eoold be 
made between pulses of aoiy desired pulse heights . The 
coincidence c ircuit had a resolving time of about /o seconds. 
Because of the casplexity of the spectre in both the 
case8(Pa^^ and 84 ) , the decay schemes could not be f ina l ly 
establisQied, But s t i l l (^incidence studies revealed enou^ new 
information to suggest the tentat ive decay schemes \diich are 
given In the reprint . 
Reprinted from T H E PHYSICAL REVIEW, Vol. 97, No. 5, 1267-1271, March 1, 1955 
Printed in U. S. A. 
Coincidence Studies of the Disintegration of Pm^" and Nd^'f 
HAKNAM SINGH HANS,* BABULAL SARAF, | AND C. E . MANDEVILLE 
Bartol Research Foundation of The Franklin Institute, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 
(Received November 15, 1954) 
Chemically pure NdsOa was irradiated by slow neutrons on iive successive occasions in the Brookhaven 
pile. The 27.5-hour Pm" ' was found to emit gamma rays of energies 64, 100, 163, 177, 240, 275, 340, 440, 
650, and 700 kev. The 11-day Nd ' " was shown to emit quanta of energies 92, 165, 280, 320, 410, 440, 530, 
and 690 kev. The relative intensities of the various quantum radiations have been determined, and coinci-
dence measurements have been performed to ascertain the various sequential relationships between ])airs 
of gamma rays. Partial decay schemes for both radionuclides have been indicated. 
INTRODUCTION 
IT was originally reported by Law, Pool, Kurbatov, and QuilP that 2.3-hr, 47-hr, and 11-day activities 
can be produced when neodymium is irradiated by 
certain nuclear particles. The mass number of the 
11-day activity has been shown to be 147.^ '^  The 2.3-hr 
activity has been identified as the neodymium parent 
of the 47-hr promethium,^'* the mass numbers being 
149.^  Beta-gamma coincidence studies, and absorption 
measurements were carried out by Mandeville et al.^ to 
establish the principal features and general pattern of 
t Assisted by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
* Fulbright Fellow from The Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
I On leave of absence from Agra College, Agra, India. 
1 Law, Pool, Kurbatov, and Quill, Phys. Rev. 59, 936 (1941). 
' Marinsky, Glendenin, and Coryell, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 69, 
2781 (1947). 
5 R. J. Hayden, Phys. Rev. 74, 650 (1948). 
* J. A. Marinsky and L. E. Glendenin, Radiochemical Studies: 
The Fission Products (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New 
York, 1951), Paper No. 7.543, National Nuclear Energy Series, 
Plutonium Project Record, Vol. 9, 1264 (1951). 
'Ingram, Hess, and Hayden, Phys. Rev. 71, 743 (1947). 
« C. E. Mandeville and E. Shapiro, Phys. Rev. 79, 391 (1950); 
Proc. Nat. Inst. Sci. India 17, No. 1, 45 (1951); C. E. Mandeville 
and M. V. Scherb, Phys. Rev. 76, 186 (1949). 
the decay schemes of the 11-day neodymium and the 
SO-hr' Pm^*'. Kondaiah' has reported in the decay of 
the 11-day activity gamma rays of energies 520, 391, 
309, and 91 kev and three beta-ray spectra having end 
points at 350, 470, and 780 kev. This author found no 
gamma rays to be emitted in the decay of the 50-hr 
Pm'*'. Emmerich and Kurbatov' have investigated the 
disintegration of the 11-day activity and report gamma 
rays at 91.5, 320, and 534 kev and beta-ray energies 
of 380, 600, and 825 kev. More recently, Cork et alJ 
have reported for Nd"' gamma rays of energies 91.2, 
120.5, 168.1, 197.1, 231.2, 259.8, 273.3, 300.8, 318.1, 
398.4, 441.4, and 532.3 kev. These latter authors have 
also reported the presence of Pm'^ ^ (ri/2=27.5 hr) in 
samples of irradiated Nd which had been enriched in 
Nd'^". This activity is apparently grown from the 12-
minute Nd'^'. Pm'*' was reported' to emit gamma rays 
of energies 64.7, 65.8, 69.6, 100.0, 105.2, 116.2, 144.0, 
163.1, 168.0, 177.1, 208.3, 231 9, 239.9, 275.2, 340.2, 
and 715 kev. 
' Rutledge, Cork, and Burson, Phys. Rev. 86, 775 (1952). 
« E. Kondaiah, Phys. Rev. 81, 1056 (1951). 
' W . S. Emmerich and J. D. Kurbatov, Phys. Rev. 83, 40 
(1951). 
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of gamma rays emitted in the decay of Nd'" , Pm'*', and Pm'" 
sixty hours after cessation of irradiation. 
In none of the measurements described above were 
scintillation counting methods employed in coincidence 
studies of the decay of the several radionuclides of 
neodymium. Consequently, such investigations were 
undertaken for the purpose of obtaining additional in-
formation concerning the decay schemes in question. 
In all, five successive exposures of samples'" of very 
pure Nd203 were carried out in the Brookhaven pile. 
The times of irradiation varied from two hours to two 
weeks in length, and measurements were usually com-
menced within a few hours after the target material 
had been removed from the reactor. 
Pin.61 
For the study of the radiations of the relatively short-
lived activities of neodymium, exposure times of a few 
hours were employed so as to suppress any contributions 
of the 11-day period. The gamma-ray spectrum of 
PJJI149_PIJJUI ig shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum was 
observed to decay for the most part with a half-life of 
27.5 hours. Only in the vicinity of 280 kev were any 
contributions of an activity of half-period intermediate 
between 27.5-hr and 11-days in evidence. After four 
days of observations, it became apparent that in this 
spectral region, decay was proceeding at a somewhat 
slower rate than could be associated with a 27.5-hr 
^^  Five grams of NdjOa were kindly supplied by Dr. F. H. 
Spedding of the Institute for Atomic Research, Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa. 
period. Photopeaks are seen to occur which correspond 
to quantum energies of 39, 92, 167, 230, 275, 335, 440, 
530, 650, 700, and ~1500 kev (not shown). From the 
measurements of Cork el alJ and from results to be 
subsequently discussed in this paper, it is clear that 
some of the above-listed peaks are composite ones corre-
sponding to more than one gamma ray. In particular, 
observations about one week after cessation of irradia-
tion showed that the radiations of the 11-day activity 
contributed appreciably only to the photopeaks at 92 
kev and 530 kev. Of the full energy peaks observed in 
the spectrum of Fig. 1, the decay of the ordinate values 
related the followmg to the 27.5-hour period: 167, 230, 
275, 335, 440, 650, and 700 kev with relative intensities 
of 70, 42, 55, 100, 40, 18, and 26. 
In order to ascertain the complexity of the various 
peaks, coincidence measurements were undertaken. 
With the axes of two scintillation counters at 90°, 
a strong coincidence rate was observed when the channel 
of a differential pulse-height analyzer used in conjunc-
tion with either detector was placed at -^167 kev. 
Thus, at least two quanta in coincidence of energies 
about 167 kev are emitted in the decay of the 27.5-
hour activity. 
Coincidences between 230-kev quanta and the re-
mainder of the spectrum are shown in Fig. 2 where 
photopeaks in the coincidence rate occur at 64 and 
100 kev. Similarly, these two quanta were found to be 
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coincident with the 275-kev gamma ray as shown in 
Fig. 3A. In Fig. 3B are shown photopeaks of the two 
gamma rays of energies 39 and 100 kev which are 
coincident with gamma rays of energies greater than 
530 kev. 
In addition to the data depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, 
several other coincidence measurements were per-
formed. With the channel of one analyzer fixed at 
100 kev, the other was moved through the region of 275 
kev. No 275-kev gamma rays were found in coincidence 
with the 100-kev radiation. The coincidences at 100 kev 
shown in Fig 3A must then arise from Compton recoils 
of high-energy gamma rays coincident with the gamma 
ray at 100 kev, A curve of coincidences was also ob-
tained by fixing the channel of one pulse height analyzer 
at 100 kev and moving the channel of the other through 
the energy interval about 167 kev. A pronounced peak 
appeared, but when the reverse procedure was followed 
of fixing at 167 kev and moving through 100 kev, no 
definite peak appeared. From these measurements it 
was concluded that the 100 kev-167 kev coincidences 
arose from coincidences between the 100-kev gamma 
ray and backscattered quanta deriving from the hard 
gamma rays of energies greater than 530 kev. Still 
another coincidence experiment was carried out when 
the channel of one analyzer was placed at 64 kev and 
the channel of the other moved through the region of 
275 kev. In this case, genuine coincidences were dis-
tinctly observed. This peak of coincidences was so 
broad as to suggest the 64-kev radiation to be coincident 
with the interval of quantum energies extending from 
230 kev to 280 kev. This conclusion is partially borne 
out by the data of Fig. 2. No two gamma rays of energies 
greater than 230 kev were found to be in coincidence. 
The various coincidence studies of the preceding 
paragraphs combined with the spectrometric data of 
Cork el alJ suggest the decay scheme of Fig. 4. For 
example, the intense coincidence rate observed in the 
PUUSE HEIGHT - VOLTS 
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FIG. 3. A, spectrum of gamma rays coincident with the 275-kev 
gamma ray of Pm'". B, spectrum of gamma rays coincident with 
quanta of energies greater than 530 kev. 
present investigation between gamma rays of energies 
about 167 kev is assumed to arise from the quanta re-
ported' at 163 and 177 kev. The 275 kev-65 kev cascade 
and the associated cross-over transition at 340 kev and 
the 240 kev-100 kev cascade are also consistent with 
the data of Cork el alJ Only in the case of the 240 
kev-100 kev cascade is the order of emission of the 
gamma rays known. This particular sequence was 
established by a consideration of the fact that coin-
cidences were found between the 100-kev radiation and 
the hard gamma rays of energies greater than 530 kev. 
The weak hard quanta at 1500 kev were previously 
assigned' to the 50-hr activity. In the present instance, 
this hard gamma ray was observed to decay with a 
half-life of 27.5 hours. After obtaining the data of 
Fig. 3B, the channel of the analyzer selecting pulses of 
higher energies was moved through the interval extend-
ing from 530 kev to 750 kev. Coincidences were detected 
for gamma-ray energies greater than 530 kev and less 
than 650 kev. Transitions from the 715- and 650-kev 
levels to the 100-kev level could account for them. These 
'VISOO 
275 
•^iS 715 
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of gamma rays coincident with 
the 230-kev quanta of Pm'". 
Sn\'' 
FIG. 4. Nuclear energy levels of Sm'". 
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FIG. 5. Spectrum of gamma rays emitted in decay of Nd"' . 
50 60 
implied transitions are indicated by broken lines in 
Fig. 4. 
Because of the poorer resolution of scintillation spec-
troscopy, it was not possible to account for all the 
gamma rays detected in the magnetic spectrometers. 
The spectrum of the gamma rays emitted in the decay 
of the 11-day Nd'*' is shown in Fig. 5 where peaks 
corresponding to quantum energies of 92, 165, 280, 320, 
410, 440, 530, and 690 kev are indicated with relative 
intensities of 55, 1.5, 2.5, 4.5, 3.0, 3.5, 25, and 1.5. 
Earlier results'""' show that the regions of quantum 
energies about 165 kev and 320 kev contain contribu-
PULSE HEIGHT •• VOLTS 
FIG. 6. Gamma rays coincident with 320-kev radiation of Nd" ' 
tions in either case from several gamma rays, more 
than indicated by the scintillation spectrometer. Cork 
et alP report seven quanta in the entire energy interval 
extending from 165 kev to 320 kev. 
The presumably complex photopeak at 320 kev was 
found to be coincident with gamma rays at 92, 120, 
and 280 kev as shown in Fig. 6. The 120-kev radiation 
was evidently of too low an intensity to make an 
appreciable contribution to the curve of single counts 
shown in Fig. 5. To obtain the data of Fig. 6, the 
channel of one analyzer was fixed at 320 kev while that 
of the other was moved through the region of lower 
energies. Similarly, the 92-kev gamma ray was found 
to be in coincidence with quanta of energies of 120, 280, 
320, 440, and 600 kev as shown in Fig. 7. The 120-kev 
and hardest coincident quantum were not of sufficient 
intensity to appear in the curve of single counts shown 
in Fig. 5. Not described in any figure is the additional 
fact that coincidences between the 280- and 410-kev 
gammas were also noted. 
The disintegration scheme of Nd"' is shown in Fig. 8 
where the coincidence studies of Figs. 6 and 7 have 
been combined with the information contained in the 
sp>ectrum of single counts given in Fig. 5. The relative 
intensities of the 92-kev and 120-kev peaks of Fig. 6A 
show that in the triple cascade, the order of emission 
of the gamma rays is 120 kev—>320 kev—»92 kev. In 
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reaching this conclusion, it has been assumed that the 
conversion coefficient of the 120-kev radiation is not 
greater than that of the 92-kev line. Further confirma-
tion of the suggested order of emission lies in the fact 
that the quantum energy of the 410-kev gamma ray is 
such as to indicate that it might be emitted in the cross-
over transition of the 320 kev-92 kev cascade. Assuming 
little conversion of the 440-kev radiation, it can likewise 
be argued that because of its small intensity, it precedes 
the 92-kev radiation in the decay scheme. From energy 
considerations, it has been assumed that the 530-kev 
gamma ray is emitted in the cross-over transition of the 
440 kev-92 kev cascade. The gamma ray of energy 
690 kev has been taken as the cross-over quantum of 
the 280 kev-320 kev-92 kev cascade. 
To obtain the isT-shell conversion coefficient of the 
92-kev gamma ray, the areas under the x-ray peak and 
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FiG, 7. Gamma rays coincident with 92-kev radiation of Nd'". 
under the full-energy peak of the 92-kev gamma ray 
were carefully determined in a crystal arrangement 
presenting practically no preabsorption to quanta of 
either energy. The counts in both peaks were properly 
corrected for escape from the crystal of the K-line of 
iodine. The i?-shell conversion coefficient thus obtained 
was found to be 1.6zt:0.2. In arriving at this result, it 
has been assumed that contributions to the x-ray peak 
arising from conversion of any other gamma rays are 
small. This assumption can be justified from a con-
sideration of the data of Figs. 5 and 7. 
600 
400 
6|Pf"e6 
FIG. 8. Nuclear energy levels of Pm"' . 
The measured" ground state spin of Sm"' is 7/2 in 
agreement with the orbital value of f^/2 predicted by 
the nuclear shell model. The transition Pm"'—>j3—>Sm"' 
has been classified'^  as first forbidden, dur^fTii. All 
measured K/L ratios and /T-shell conversion coeffi-
cients''^''^'" favor identification of the 92-kev gamma 
transition as Ml so that the orbital of the first excited 
state of Pm"' may be reasonably taken as ^7/2. This 
latter assignment is furthermore consistent with an 
assignment of A9/2 for the ground state of Nd"' and 
with the fact that the bulk of the beta rays are con-
tained in a spectrum which terminates at the 92-kev 
level rather than at the ground state of orbital d^i. 
The values of log// calculated for the various beta 
spectra shown in Fig. 8 are in the order of increasing 
end point energy 7.05, 7.00, 8.22, and 7.44. Thus, the ft 
value of the hardest spectrum is consistent with the 
orbital assignments. It seems inadvisable to attempt 
interpretation beyond this point, because gamma rays 
have been reported^ which cannot be resolved by the 
methods employed in these measurements. 
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Part I I I . 
An li istrugent for MeasorinK the Decay of Ma* Mcgonsi 
This descr ihes the d e t a i l s of the e l ee t ron le c i r c a i t r y 
which was des#»^ftcL by the aiithor for meastarlng t he h a l f - l i f e 
of Mu-mesons from cosmic r a y s . 
The arrangement cons i s t s of s ix 6.M,co\mter t r a y s placed 
in a v e r t i c a l s tand. The upper t h ree t r a y s vere meant for 
recording the Mu-Mesons aM the lower th ree t r a y s «re meant 
for conntlng the decay e l e c t r o n s . The upper t h ree t r a y s are 
connected togeth«r in a special t r i p l e coincidence c i r c u i t . 
And so are the lower th ree t r a y s . The output pulses frcM these 
two special coincidence c i r c u i t s are then put in delayed 
coincidence, hy introducing a delay in the pulses of the t^p«r 
coincidence circt i i t# In ac tua l p r ac t i c e more than one delay 
was used, so t h a t delayed coincidences with d i f ferent delay 
t imes could be studied simultaneously* A graph between these 
delayed coincidences and the delay-time gave the h a l f - l i f e of 
t h e Ha-mesons. 
The specia l f ea tu re of t h i s c i r c u i t r y i s 'The f e c i a l 
T r i p l e Coincidence' , employed for ge t t ing the coincidence 
pulses from the upper and lower th ree t r a y s . A coincidence 
c i r c u i t has got a resolving t ime , so t h a t pulses ecmlng within 
t h a t resolving t ime wi l l be i n coincidence. But In an 
ordinary c i r c u i t <of a RosSi t ype , or some other t y p e ) , t he 
leading edge of t h e coincidence pulse corresponds to the 
119 
leadixig edge of the l a s t arrlYlng pulse. This vas msdeslrahle 
in oar ease, as explained in the paper attached herewith. 
Therefore a special coincidence circuit ims designed in such a 
vajr that the leading edge of the coincidence pulse corresponded 
to the f i r s t arriving pnlse - with a fixed delay. In t h i s 
way delay times do not have the uncertainty lAiieh they «ay have 
in the other ease. The fu l l de t a i l s of the c i rcui t and i t s 
significance are given in the paper. 
A modified form of t h i s circuit i s now being used for 
Ctosmie Bays l^search in Physics Department, Iftislim t taiver^ty, 
JUigarh, India. 
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ABSTRACT. An electronic instrument designed to study many problems connected 
with the decay of jU-raesons is discussed in detail. Special coincidence circuits, which 
differ from ordiniry coincidence circuits in the fact that the output pulse from the special 
coincidence corresponds to the first input pulse, rather than to the last one, are used for 
recording the incoming mesons and the decay electrons. Many channels of delayep 
coincidences are used so that several points on the decay curve can be obtained 
simultaneously, 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
An electronic instrument is described which can be used for measuring 
the life time of /t-mesons. The instrument was designed to study many 
problems connected with the decay of ^ -mesons. The main features of the 
instrument are as follows : 
1. Special coincidence circuits are used for recording the incoming 
mesons and the decay electrons. 
2. Many channels of delayed coincidences are used so that several 
points on the decay curve can be obtained simultaneously. 
Several circuits have been previously reported by Benade and Sard {1949), 
Rossi and Nereson (1943I, Ticho and Schein (1947), and Hincks and 
Pontecorvo (1950). The present paper discusses in considerable details the new 
features introduced. 
A R R A N G E M E N T OF G-M C O U N T E R S 
The block diagram of the arrangement of G-M counter tubes, 
absorbers, and the circuit is given in figure i. As is evident from the figure, 
the first three trays / l i , /la. /h consisting of twelve G-M counters each, 
receive the incoming charged particles of the cosmic rays. The lead 
absorbers having a thickness of 8 cm or mote filter out most of the soft 
cotnponent. Absorber I serves as a source of decay electrons. Those 
mesons which are of such energy that they can pass through first three 
* Communicaled by Prof. P . S. Gill 
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trays, but cannot penetrate absorber / , will stop in it and give rise to decay 
electrons. The lower three trays B^, B, and B, consisting of i8 G-M 
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l'"ig. I. Block diagram of counter arrangement, absorbers and the circuit. 
counters each receive some of those decay electrons, which go through the 
solid angle defined by these three trays. Absorbers II and 777 may be used 
for determining the spectrum of decay electrons. 
E L E C T R O N I C C I R C U I T R Y 
General Descrit'tion : The pulses from each of the six trays are fed to 
three staged amplifiers which give out positive pulses of about 20 volts, of 
nearly square shape, ten microseconds broad. A minimum negative input 
pulse of half a volt is required to saturate the amplifiers. The amplifiers, 
along wilh one cathode follower attached to each amplifier, are mounted 
just next 10 their respective trays on the frame itself. 
The pulses from cathode followers of each amplifier are fed to the main 
electronic instrun^.ent by long leads from 1.5 metres to 2.5 metres in length. 
Due to the cathode followeis, the pulses do not suffer any change in shape 
or size, in traversing these long leads. The pulses from the first three 
amplifiers are fed to a special coincidence circuit A ; and similarly, pulses 
from the other three amplifiers are fed to another exactly similar special 
coincidence circuit B. Pulse from circuit A, will be referred to as pulse a 
and that from circuit B will be referred to as pulse b. 
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These special coincidence circuits differ from ordinary coincidence 
circuits iu the fact that the output pulse from the special coincidence corres-
ponds to the first input pulse, rather than to the last one. In fact it comes 
t microseconds after the earliest pulse {t=i.i microseconds in this 
case). Time t is kept nearly equal to the maximum time lag expected in 
the counter. This feature of the special coincidence technique is meant to 
reduce the fluctuation of time lags of the discharges in G-M counters as 
explained below. 
There is a time lag between the time of the passing of an ioni'^ing 
particle through the G-.M counter and the appearance of the pulse !Sands 
and Sard, 1947). This delay depends on the distance where ions are formed 
with respect to the central wire. If the ions are formed close to the wire, 
this delay will be less. But if they are formed farther o&, it takes some 
time before the ions reach the wire and the charge spreads, thus causing 
delay in the appearance of the pulse with respect to the time of the passing 
of the particle. The time delay varies according to Guassian distribution, 
(Sands and Sard, 1947 ; Corson and Wilson, 194S), and its value may, in 
certain cases, be as much as one microsecond which causes an uncertainty 
iu the time measurements. Ihe probability of the maximum 
time lag is about one in 10'^  in a single counter (Sands and Sard, 
1947;. But if a particle passes through three counters in succession, 
the probability of this delay in all the three counters at one time is reduced 
to one in 10". It will mean that if the earliest of the pulses from the three 
counter trays initiates the coincidence pulse, the time lag will be reduced 
to a minimum value. 
Pulses a and b are fed to two sharpener-tum-feed-back circuits, which 
serve to sharpen the pulses, and also paralyse the circuit for ten to fifteen 
microseconds after the passage of the pulse. While pulse a is changed to 
a positive pulse a'of width 1.5 microseconds followed by a negative gate of 
10 microseconds, the pulse b is changed to a sharp positive pulse bo of an 
effective width ^ 0 . 3 microseconds followed by a negative gate of 10 
microseconds. The negative gate in both channels serves the same purpose 
as the anti-coincidence feature in the circuit (if Ticho and Schein 'sTicho, 1947). 
It can easily be seen that a particle passing through all the six trays will never 
be counted as a decay electron. 
Pulse a' is fed to a delay line which consists of many sections, each 
section having a delay of about 0.3 microseconds. From six different points 
of this delay line pulses are taken and fed to equaliser circuits which give 
out positive pulses of nearly equal size and width, each being about one 
microse'.ond at the base. These will be referred to as flo, "1, «2. a.i, a., and 
Ua. Pulse rto has practically no delay with respect to ba, while pulses a^, a-^, 
a,, tti and «., are delayed by i . i , 2.7, 4.2, 5.8 and 7.3 microseconds respective-
ly with respect to pulse da- The exact relative positions and shapes of the 
pulses are shown in figure 2(a). 
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pulses in the whole circuit shows that the prompt coincidence occurs when 
pulse 60 appears 0.3 microseconds or less before and one microsecond or 
less after the Oc, pulse. Similarly for the other pulses, the effective interval 
in which coincidences can occur are: 
1st channel (coincidence between a, and bo) 
when pulse bo appears within 0.8 and 1.8 microseconds after a„. 
and channel (^coincidence between «£ and bo) 
when pulse b„ appears within 2.4 and 3-4 microseconds after a„. 
3rd channel (coincidence between Ua and bo) 
W'hen pulse bo appears within 3.9 and 4.8 microseconds after Oo-
4th channel (coincidence between a^ and bo) 
when pulse bo appears within 5.5 and 6.5 microseconds after a,,. 
5th channel (coincidence between a^ and bo) 
when pulse bo appears within 7.0 and 8.0 microseconds after fto-
Another channel was added which recorded a delayed coincidence 
between pulse bo and a delayed gate of a variable width, which was opened 
by the pulse a'. This channel recorded delayed coincidences when bo came 
between one microsecond to six microseconds after do-
Each of the delayed coincidence pulses was recorded by a univibrator 
of large time constant which made a neon bulb glow. The flashes of the 
neon bulbs connected to appropriate channels were recorded on a moving 
film. 
D E T A I L E D D E S C R I P T I O N 
.hnpUficrs: The circuit is shown in figure 3- The first tube 6AU6 is 
biased to near cut off point so that it is saturated with small pulses. Other 
6/t0S 6AK5 6C4 
Fig. 3. Three staged amplifier for counter pulses 
two tubes 6AQ5 and 6AK5 are sharp cut oS pentodes giving out a positive 
pulse of a sharp first edge and a flat top. Tube 6C4 serves as a cathcde 
follower. 
Special Coincidence Circuit •• Its detailed diagram is shown in figure 4. 
Each of the three positive pulses from the amplifiers is fed to a cathode 
coupled univibrator through a small capacity of 25 PF. The univibrator 
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gives out a sharp negative pulse, the size of which can be changed by 
adjusting the potentiometer R,. The three negative pulses are added 
f\ ^^ ci 
r i g . 4. Detailed diagram of special coincidence circuit 
together over a resistance Ro. If three pulses come at the same time the 
resultant puise at point X will be a triangular pulse ; but if in the 
extreme case the three come after one another, the pulse «] will 
have the shape shown in figure 2(5). Pulse a 1 is fed to a set of two 
diode discriminators in series. Due to the positive.- biases, the pulses 
can pass through the diodes only if their size is more than a g:ven minimum, 
determined by the biases. The biases are adjusted such that the pulse 
passes the second diode only if the pulse a, is due to the aun-j of three pulses. 
Naturally the pulse «, at the plate of second diode will be a coincidence 
pulse, while the first edge of the i)ulse '^i at the cathode of the first diode 
will correspond to the earliest input pulse. Both pulses a, and ex, are fed 
to amplifier tubes 6AK5. The first edge of the pulse cXj saturates its 
amplifying tube, while the pulse a„ saturates the other tube. Pulse /^ i at 
the end of the first amplifier corresponds to the earliest of the pulses and 
pulse ^2 at the end of the second amplifier corresponds to the latest. Pulse 
/3j after a cathode follower is fed to a delay line which delays it for i . i 
microsecond. After amplifying and sharpening this pulse with two tubes, 
it is fed to one input of a double coincidence. On the other hand, pulse /Sj 
is fed to a gating univibrator which gives out a negative gate of nearly two 
microseconds. The gate is fed to the other input of the dorrble coincidence. 
The resultant coincidence pulse is sho\\n in figure 2(6). The upper left edge 
of the coincidence pulse is due to the earliest pulse and as is clear from the 
previous description: this edge will always appear after a fixed time interval 
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of I.I microsecond after the earliest pulse. Coincidence occurs ouly if the 
last pulse comes within i . i microsecond after the earliest pulse. 
Sharpener-cum-Feed-Back : 
Diagram of the circuit to which pulse a is fed is shown in iigure 5. 
Tlie first tube 6J6 acts as a discriininalor. The potentiometer Pi is set at 
such a value that the tube is triggered only by the upper left edge of the 
coincidence pulse. The negative output is applied to one of the grids of a 
6J6 tube which works as an anti-comcidence tube. As the other grid of the 
tube is biased beyond cut-off, a positive pulse comes out which is applied 
to a cathode follower. This positive pulse, after being inverted is applied 
to a gating circuit which gives out a fifteen microseconds positive pulse. 
This gate is fed to the biased grid of the anti-comcidence tube. The result 
is a sharp positive pulse followed by a negative gate. The sharpness of the 
pulse can be increased by reducing the bias of the anti-coincidence tube. 
y-fv ^ 
SOOPf 
Fig. 5. Detailed .liagram of sharpener-cum-feed-bacli . 
The second coincidence pulse h is also applied to an exactly similar 
circuit described above, except that the constants of the first tube are 
changed to secure a sharp pulse of fast rise time. The bias voltage is also 
kept less than that in the above case for the same reason. 
It was tested that the change of frequency of input pulses upto 20,000 
per second did not in any way affect the output pulses a and bp. 
Ddayed Coincidence : 
The delay line to which pulse a is fed was made in the laboratory, and 
consists of large number of ebonite cored inductances of nearly equal value, 
different points of which were grounded through condensers, making it a 
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inulti-sectioued shaped delay Hue. The size of the pulse continues to 
decrease as it passes through various secLions and becomes half after a delay 
of about 3 microseconds. But due to equaliser tubes, this did not matter. 
Similarly a little change in the shape of the pulses after traversing the delay 
line, did not have any effect. 
Each of the six equaliser circuits shown in figure 6(a) is a cathode coupled 
univibrator, to which the positive pulse from the delay line is fed. The 
output pulses which were brought to nearly the same size by adjusting 
the resistance R are very largely independent of input pulses. 
+/ioy 
tauaiiser ccrcmc JDecoifectcocTxcci/enct a'rcv/t /^ecori/er circucC 
Fig. 6. The detailed diagram of equaliser, delayed coincidence and recorder circuit. 
The coincidence unit shown in figure 6(6) consists of only a 6AU6 tube. 
To the suppressor grid of this pentode is fed the delayed positive pulse 
from the equaliser tube and to its first grid is fed the positive sharp pulse 
fco- If the pulse on the suppressor grid is on, when pulse b^  appears, a 
negative coincidence pulse results. The adjustment of the bias on the two 
grids changes the resolving time of the coincidence. With - 39 voK s on the 
suppressor grid and -16.5 volts on the first grid, the delayed pulses are not 
effective till they rise to at least 7.5 volts, and &„ is not effective till it rises 
to at least 5 volts. 
The gate for delayed coincidence was opened by pulse a' after a delay 
of one microsecond. The gating circuit is similar to the gating circuit in 
figure 6(a), except that it is actuated by a positive pulse instead of a negative 
one. The gate is not a perfect square, but in practice it acts like that. 
Recording System : 
The record of the neon flashes was made on a revolving film which was 
made to move at an appropriate speed. Que of the neon bulbs was made to 
flash every half an hour for one minute, which served as a reference point. 
O P E R A T I O N OF T H F I N S T R U M E N T 
The instrument was taken to Gulmarg Research Observatoiy (9000 ft.) 
and was run there for some time. It could not be operated continuously 
because of the difficulties of getting a proper power supply. The data 
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collected, though not very accurate, were sufficient to show the 
sy&teiiiaiic working of the instrument. In the measurements reported here, 
carbon acted as the absorber of /^-mesons and the source for decay particles. 
The curve of figure 7, representing the number of decay electrons against the 
mean delays of the respective channels, was obtained with the following mean 
delays, ai, 82, fla, 04, and a,, as I 3, 3.4, 5.6, 7.8, 9.9 microseconds respec-
tively. The value of r^ comes out to be 2.26 + 0.27 microseconds. 
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FIG. 7 Decay of M-niesons in carbon 
The instrument is now collecting data at Aligarh and it is hoped to run 
it at Gulmarg again. 
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